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SUMMARY
Civic Voice
S1.
This is a review of Civic Voice, the national charity for the civic movement in England.
It is the membership body representing local civic societies and similar organisations,
providing them with services, campaigning nationally on their behalf, and promoting civic
pride. Civic Voice was founded in 2010 following a year-long review of the needs of civic
societies after the collapse of a predecessor body, the Civic Trust. This is the first full review
of how the organisation has performed and of options for its future.
S2.
This review was carried out between mid-July and mid-September 2016, with
evidence obtained from Civic Voice documents and its website, observing a Board meeting,
an online questionnaire survey of the membership, and especially from extensive face-toface or telephone interviews with the Board and senior staff, and with senior representatives
of civic societies in membership or otherwise, voluntary sector partners, sponsors, and
funders in Government Departments and agencies.
S3.
Civic Voice is a small organisation with two permanent staff and others engaged on
projects over defined periods. It is heavily reliant for its impact on the skills and energy of its
staff and voluntary input from Board members led by the Chairman, and carries the risks
inherent in a body of this size. Its core costs are not covered by income from its
membership, so there has therefore been some reliance on grant aid, sponsorship and
income from projects carried out for central government funders.
Operating context
S4.
The strategic context in which Civic Voice operates now and in the near future is
reviewed in chapter 2. This uses the standard ‘PESTEL’ methodology to review the political,
economic, social, technological, environmental and legal influences on its prospects. This
identifies considerable uncertainties about the future and generally indicates that life for Civic
Voice is unlikely to become any easier. That finding is a matter for discussion rather than
definitive. Nonetheless, Civic Voice is a light-footed organisation with minimal bureaucracy
that is well-placed to seize opportunities which become available. With its modest need for
resources it may well be able to turn events to its advantage.
Achievements and effectiveness
S5.
An extensive review of Civic Voice’s achievements and effectiveness is provided in
chapter 3. Establishing a representative body on the national scene from nothing to become
effective in influencing policy and practice is difficult and cannot be achieved overnight.
Building the capacity to be effective is an ongoing task but has been especially important for
Civic Voice in its first six years. Its first imperative has been to build credibility with its own
actual and prospective member organisations, so that it can both promote their collective
view at the national level and call upon their ability to act locally in support of its mission.
The number of civic societies in England has been declining for some time, with more losing
membership than gaining it, and likewise the number joining Civic Voice has also declined
slightly since 2012. Nonetheless, Civic Voice is held in high esteem in the civic movement,
with high levels of satisfaction amongst its membership and considerable admiration for it
from non-members (who are mainly put off from joining only by the cost). There is some
limited evidence that Civic Voice may have invigorated some local civic societies, but there
remains a task to renew the sector particularly by attracting a wider cross-section of
supporters into membership. Evidence is mixed on the effectiveness of profile-building
events for the sector, notably the annual ‘Civic Day’ promoted by Civic Voice.
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S6.
The effectiveness of Civic Voice in pressing matters concerning its membership at
the national level, such as through changes to legislation and policy, depends on it
commanding a favourable reception in Government and its Agencies. This kind of credibility
is only built up by hard work over a sustained period, often using soft methods of
engagement at one step removed from the tangible and hard-edged changes that specific
‘campaigns’ seek. In this Civic Voice has been remarkably successful. A particularly
sustained following has been built up in Parliament where Civic Voice established the All
Party Parliamentary Group on Civic Societies in 2012, which has commanded the support of
as many as 78 MPs. Civic Voice has also been raising its standing with the Government,
having had meetings with Ministers on six occasions in the last two years and having had a
discernible impact on an aspect of planning law of concern to its members. It is also held in
high regard by Departments and agencies with funding programmes, being widely viewed as
‘punching above its weight’. They appreciate particularly the excellent communications
which Civic Voice has with its membership (primarily by a weekly emailed newsletter Civic
Update) which enables national initiatives to be presented quickly at the local level with a
spread across the whole of England. Capacity building in central government has clearly
been achieved to a much greater extent than could reasonably have been expected with the
level of funding and staff available. The individuals making the case were clearly key to this.
Overall, one of the great successes of Civic Voice in its first six years has been to establish
itself on the national stage as a highly competent organisation, effective in presenting its
members’ interests to the Government and others, and having built the organisational
capacity to bring this about. This is an enormous achievement for so young a body.
S7.
Civic Voice can be expected to move from a period of capacity building to one of
achieving tangible impacts. It must choose its campaigns carefully to maximise the benefit it
obtains from the limited resources it has available. A mix of activities is apparent:
–
reliance on action at the local level by civic groups, feeding into campaigns led
nationally by Civic Voice;
–
national level campaign put into effect by Civic Voice itself using the support of local
civic groups lobbying their own MPs to strengthen its impact; and
–
campaigns run in partnership with other national bodies and relying for their
effectiveness on implementation by civic groups at the local level.
The evidence suggests that all three types of campaign had been able to generate
considerable activity, raising awareness of the issues tackled. There had been a range of
outputs from this (such as surveys carried out, workshops held and meetings with decision
makers), but the records were very thin on the outcomes actually achieved. The campaigns
had often fallen just short of real impact, and the record of any achievement was almost
invariably lost due to a great shortage of campaign monitoring, feedback and evaluation.
S8.
Civic Voice will need to move into a period of more carefully managed campaigns
where outcomes, monitoring and evaluation receive greater attention alongside the effort put
into activities and outputs. This will require greater co-ordination with member organisations.
The method of campaign selection, primarily through advice to the Board from the Civic
Voice Annual Convention, will need to be enhanced by more systematic and considered
evaluation techniques. There is similarly a lack of clarity about the degree of Civic Voice’s
success in pursuit of its mission. ‘Civic pride’ is difficult to pin down, but indicators are
available and measures of change over periods of time could be a useful campaign tool.
Governance
S9.
Chapter 4 of the report reviews the governance of Civic Voice. There is unanimous
agreement by Civic Voice Board members that ‘governance’ has been a ‘roller coaster’ ride
over the last 6 years reflecting the highs and lows of the organisation itself. Equally,
governance is considered to be ineffective with some significant improvements needed. This
was of course one rationale for the review. Evaluation used well-established methods,
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including Good Governance: a code for the voluntary and community sector, (a code of
governance written for and by organisations in this sector), and Delivering Effective
Governance: Insights from the boards of larger charities, (an important and highly
informative research review into what constitutes good governance for charities conducted
by Compass Partnership and the Centre for Charity Effectiveness at Cass Business School).
S10. Applying the six principles from the Good Governance Code and the four tiers of best
practice from Delivering Effective Governance allow an assessment to be made of Civic
Voice on a convenient ‘traffic light’ basis, with the following results:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
A
B
C
D
S11.
–
–
–

Understanding the Board’s role
Ensuring organisational purpose
Working effectively as individuals and a team
Exercising effective control
Behaving with integrity
Open and accountable
Structures
Processes
Meetings
Behaviours

Amber
Amber
Amber / Red
Amber / Red
Green / Amber
Green / Amber
Green
Green / Amber
Amber / Red
Amber

The review identified three priority areas to address:
Full strategic plans must be drawn up as soon as possible.
Board meetings need significant improvement (before, during & after meetings).
Actions must be followed up and promised activities delivered more effectively.

S12. Sixteen detailed recommendations follow from the principles in the Good
Governance Code, ranging across a wide variety of matters such as the type of governance
to be employed, assessing the adequacy and appropriateness of the current financial
resources employed, the strategy for Civic Voice (following this Review), team development
involving new and existing Board members, and a review of Board behaviours at meetings.
The Review also identified a series of opportunities to improve governance meetings, from
the way the agendas and papers are handled to the way meetings are run. Consideration
needed to be given to how much time is spent at Board meetings looking at things from
internal or external perspectives and how much time is spent looking at the past and the
future: the future and external environment should feature more dominantly.
Fundraising
S13.
–
–

The Civic Voice accounts clearly show four issues:
modest and diminishing subscriptions;
projects showing significant growth but yielding restricted funds and restricted
internal resource which means associated staff cannot be freely deployed on tasks;
–
English Heritage/Historic England remain committed funders; and
–
in practice there are only three important income streams – subscriptions, projects
and English Heritage/Historic England.
There is a need to diversify income and secure core funding on an unrestricted basis.
Opportunities need to be investigated particularly around income from members (see below).
S14. Corporate donations are a popular avenue to pursue but often an unsuccessful way
of building income. The review showed that by segmenting and targeting, greater precision
can be applied to likely corporates who may express an interest to support Civic Voice in
some way. However, at outset there must be a clear ‘pitch’ on what Civic Voice is looking to
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do and how the money will be used. Some specific suggestions are offered. Civic Voice
has been able to develop very satisfactory relationships with a small number of corporate
sponsors, often providing help in kind, but more effort will need to be applied in detail to
identify significant corporate funding opportunities. More could also be done to encourage
individual donors: legacy fundraising has considerable potential and a programme for this is
recommended to begin as soon as possible. Approaching carefully targeted high net worth
contacts (‘relationship marketing’) may also be effective, but there can be no guarantees.
S15. Grant funding is likely to be under further pressure in the years ahead, not least due
to continued Government cutbacks and low interest rates supporting grant funds, but there
was evidence that Civic Voice could do more to track the availability of grant funding
opportunities. A ‘grant scan’ routine should be set up on at least a weekly basis to spot
opportunities, and then applications submitted promptly. This would involve searching
bulletins and databases in a systematic manner.
Membership
S16. Organisations in membership of Civic Voice currently pay subscriptions based on
£1.50 per head of their own membership, up to a maximum of £500, making the cost of
joining roughly proportional to ability to pay. However, this is not bringing in enough income:
just under £50,000 in the year to April 2015 contrasted with core costs approaching
£170,000 (based on general costs + governance costs + staff costs). Even at this modest
level there was clear evidence from interviews that subscriptions rates were considered
challenging. Some members felt trapped by declining membership and their own low
subscription rates which they considered was all the market could bear, and simply did not
have the spare cash to spend on Civic Voice. More members, however, measured the
subscriptions to Civic Voice against the direct benefits they received, not against the wider
benefit of having a national body to represent them. Cracking this problem is now vital.
S17. Part of the solution may well lie in member benefits. The evidence showed that two
specific benefits were highly valued by member organisations and their own subscribers:
access to cheap public liability insurance which Civic Voice had negotiated with Lockton, and
the opportunity for local members to obtain a free day ticket annually to National Trust
properties. The former often appeared to pay for the subscription to Civic Voice and the
latter was a real incentive to membership. There appears to be an opportunity to expand
member benefits and attract and retain additional members.
S18. In its first six years Civic Voice has tried to entice civic societies into membership by
promoting its services. It offers so much free to anyone that subscribing members do not
obtain significant extra benefits. This has to some extent generated a culture of not needing
to pay. There is clear evidence that the civic movement benefits from the services provided
by Civic Voice, and that products like Civic Update and services like training events have
value to those who use them. Much more could be done to capitalise on this, notably by
charging non-members for them.
S19. Awareness of Civic Voice is high amongst the leadership groups in civic societies,
but is likely to be much less amongst local subscribing members. Civic Update rarely
penetrates to individual local members and often they hear little about Civic Voice. This
does not create a favourable climate for renewing Civic Voice’s annual membership,
hampers the spread of the Civic Voice message and is an opportunity lost to raise income.
Much more could be done to gain individual direct subscribers to Civic Voice (there are
currently just 64). Unfortunately there is also evidence of resistance to giving Civic Voice
this opportunity, as many civic societies clearly wished to avoid direct Civic Voice contact
with their own members. The review identified ways by which Civic Voice could begin to
build up its own database of potential individual subscribers to circumvent the problem.
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S20. The need to drive home the message about the importance of civic societies paying
more for Civic Voice is paramount. Civic Voice may be able to assist in tackling the low
income/low expenditure condition in which many societies find themselves. However, in the
short term there needs to be more vigour in encouraging donations and explaining the wider
benefits of Civic Voice. The review found a woeful level of understanding about Civic
Voice’s financial needs and the sums which societies needed to pay if they are to receive the
current level of services in the longer term.
Strategic options
S21. The Review concludes by presenting in chapter 7 various strategic options for the
Civic Voice Board to consider. The ‘do nothing’ option carries the principal risk that the
money currently available will quickly run out. The current arrangement relies on an
extraordinarily high level of input from the Executive Director and staff, together with the
Chairman, and has still not provided an economically viable model. It is not sustainable. At
the other extreme we found no appetite for the closure of Civic Voice: we agree this is not
necessary at present. Nor is there a case for Civic Voice to merge with another organisation.
S22. A ‘Tactical change’ option looks at a number of actions that can be taken reasonably
quickly which will either reduce costs or increase income. Typically these will be relatively
low risk and fairly easy to implement, but they will need full Board and Executive
commitment and sponsorship to succeed. Equally, even to achieve these, very focussed
attention and follow through will be needed. This is partly because there is an imperative to
maintain existing services at the same time as using the organisation’s limited resources to
bring about changes which will take time and effort. It is also partly because even small
changes need investment up-front before the benefits are reaped in due course, so Civic
Voice must either put its limited reserves under pressure or obtain funding to assist its own
improvement. Possibilities include reducing the burden on the Executive Director to allow
him to prioritise his time better, assembling a group of national-level Civic Voice volunteers,
and appointing a proven and skilled fundraiser.
S23. A ‘Transformational change’ option would be more challenging, more complex and
more costly, but be more beneficial. The direction of change most likely to be worthwhile is
to enter new markets, and specifically ‘individuals’. Civic Voice could reach out into the
wider population who are civic-minded and encourage them to make contact through
targeted campaigns, public-spirited causes or more modestly just lending their support to an
issue without them undertaking any further supporting actions. The unique sales proposition
would be that details of the individual would be passed to a local civic society to follow up
and any formal membership would reside with that civic society. Civic Voice would secure
an active, current and broader database of people interested in civic issues which it might
‘harvest’, while civic societies would be provided with a ‘hot’ list of potential members.
S24. It will be for the Board to decide the precise ‘way forward’. Whilst no specific or
precise recommendations are offered in this respect, an overarching commentary may be
helpful. We believe that a blended solution between tactical and transformation work needs
to be designed. This should take into account: costs, availability of skilled resource, and
what can be achieved in practice, given that the backbone of the charity must remain intact
to deliver current work. There is also a need to protect existing staff and executive positions
as this remains a major vulnerability. Thus some activities could be stopped, some charged
for or some skilled resource brought in (e.g. a fundraiser / donor / membership manager).
Volunteer resource for some lighter roles should not be overlooked. Funding and a
diversified income stream remain critical. The strategic imperative is to develop a
sustainable charity capable of fully delivering its mission that is financially viable in the short
and medium term. The plan of action should be referenced back to these needs.
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1

Introduction

Civic Voice
1.1
This report has been commissioned by Civic Voice. Civic Voice is the national
charity for the civic movement in England. It works to make places more attractive,
enjoyable and distinctive. It promotes civic pride. Civic Voice is a membership organisation
comprised of local civic and similar groups. It also welcomes support from individuals, town
and parish councils, voluntary and public sector organisations and business. It acts primarily
as an umbrella group for local groups in membership.
1.2
Civic Voice describes itself as “a small light-footed organisation. As a national voice
with a strong local presence we make a difference where it matters. You will find us
lobbying in Whitehall and Westminster, campaigning with local volunteers, speaking out in
the media, undertaking research, building partnerships and promoting civic pride. We
support local groups and help them work together. We organise a national convention for
the civic movement and give local groups a national voice. We combine community action
with sense of place for the benefit of everyone. We talk civic sense.”
Mission
Civic Voice works to make the places where everyone lives more attractive,
enjoyable and distinctive. We speak up for civic societies and local
communities across England. We promote civic pride. We are the national
charity for the civic movement and have a strong local presence. We know
how people feel about places because we feel the same way.
1.3
The organisation was established in 2010. A predecessor body, the Civic Trust,
which had a similar central purpose of representing and working for local civic organisations
(though across Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland as well as England), went into
administration in April 2009. The case for a replacement national organisation was
investigated in depth in 2009-10 by a temporary Civic Society Initiative, funded by the North
of England Civic Trust, National Trust, Campaign to Protect Rural England, Royal Institute of
British Architects, Esmée Fairbairn Foundation, English Heritage and individual donations.
This involved a major consultation initiative with 770 civic societies and other interested
parties, identifying that civic societies wanted to work more closely together and more
effectively. They also wanted a national body to support them, champion the movement and
become more influential on their behalf. The national body needed to be grounded in what
civic societies need and want, and be core-funded by them to give it the independence to act
for them.
1.4
On this basis, Civic Voice was launched in the middle of a General Election
campaign in April 2010, rapidly finding its feet and attracting 275 civic organisations into
membership within its first year. It enjoyed a large amount of goodwill, obtained transitional
funding and was led initially by three key figures: Paula Ridley (Chair, immediate past
Chairman of the Victoria and Albert Museum), Tony Burton (Director, previously Director of
Strategy and External Affairs at the National Trust and Director of the Civic Society
Initiative), and Griff Rhys-Jones (President).
1.5
Civic Voice is a charity and company limited by guarantee and registered in England.
The objects of the charity are:
“for the public benefit in England and in such other locations as the Trustees see fit:1
to promote the conservation, protection and improvement of the environment, in
particular the public realm and the historic environment;
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2
3

4
5

6

to encourage high standards in the management and development of the built and
natural environment;
to promote sustainable development by the conservation, protection and
improvement of the environment, and the promotion of the prudent use of resources
(sustainable development being development that meets the needs of the present
without compromising the ability of future generations to meet their own needs);
to foster civic pride and stimulate and educate the public, in particular by promoting
understanding of the beauty, history, geography and character of different localities;
to develop the capacity and skills of individuals and communities to understand and
take action to conserve, protect and improve the quality, beauty and character of
their locality;
to promote such other charitable purposes as may from time to time be determined
by the Trustees, including the assistance of other charities.”

1.6
A central part of Civic Voice’s work is to assist member organisations through
communications to keep them up-to-date with relevant national developments and to
highlight good practice around the civic movement. This is supported by briefings and other
publications, events on topical issues and training (all with a networking benefit), advice on
matters such as fundraising and attracting volunteers, surveys and polls. At the national
level, Civic Voice presses the case for changes to benefit the civic sector on politicians, civil
servants and decisions-makers in all sectors as appropriate. It runs campaigns to highlight
issues of concern, usually with its member organisations participating either in a supporting
role (e.g. writing to their MPs) or in a lead role (e.g. undertaking local surveys and
demonstrating local solutions). When appropriate, Civic Voice works in partnership with
other bodies which share an interest, either to press for changes or to bid for contracts in the
civic sector (e.g. from Government Departments, their agencies, or the various Lottery
funds). Short term contracts assist Civic Voice’s finances, increase its capacity to assist the
civic movement, and develop the organisation’s profile and reach into communities of
interest.
Aims and objectives of this Review
1.7
After six years the Civic Voice Board has been keen to take stock of where the
organisation has reached by undertaking a full strategic/organisational review. This would
review progress since its formation and develop a strategically based plan for the
organisation for the next six years.
1.8
–
–
–

Particular requirements include:
consider the aims and broad strategy being followed by the Board;
assess the effectiveness of the current organisation and the success it has achieved;
assess the changes that may be needed to enable an appropriately challenging next
development phase to be undertaken.

1.9
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

The range of issues to be studied include:
the Constitution;
the operation of the Board;
the management structure and staffing;
funding;
priority setting;
communications issues within and beyond the civic movement;
public profile building; and
enhancing resilience while preserving a high degree of independence.

1.10
–

The Brief expected the project to:
consult widely within Civic Voice and the civic movement;
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–
–
–

explore the perspective of external bodies, including relevant Government
Departments and other current and potential partners and supporters;
benchmark Civic Voice against other successful campaigning organisations; and
consider the impact of social, demographic and technological change.

Practical aspects of the Review
1.11 The Civic Voice Board awarded the contract to Green Balance with Messer Ltd on
15th July 2016, following a competitive tender exercise and interviews. A project inception
meeting on 19th July agreed the work programme and priorities in more detail. The project
has largely been undertaken in a compressed period of seven weeks when holidays have
intervened, affecting particularly access to prospective interviewees.
1.12 A central part of the Review has been to canvas the views of a wide range of people
with experience of Civic Voice in various capacities. We are enormously grateful to those
who took part in our face-to-face and telephone interviews, without whom this project would
not have been practicable. A full list of provided in Appendix 1. Interviewees were divided
between the following categories:
(i)
Board members and staff: 10 face-to-face interviews (all but two Trustees were
interviewed);
(ii)
Senior figures in civic groups in membership of Civic Voice: 26 telephone interviews
(to ensure a spread of interviewees by area and size of group, the membership list was
divided into the nine former standard English regions and one interviewee selected from
each of the largest, middle and smallest groupings by number of members1);
(iii)
Senior figures in civic groups not in membership of Civic Voice: 11 telephone
interviews, comprising 2 former members and 9 who were never members (taken from what
were believed to be 15 of the largest non-members by membership size);
(iv)
Staff in Government Departments and their agencies who worked with or contracted
Civic Voice: 5 telephone interviews2;
(v)

Voluntary sector partners and supporters of Civic Voice: 5 telephone interviews 3.

(vi)

Sponsors of Civic Voice: 2 telephone interviews.

1.13 A selection of basic information relevant to the Review was also obtained from an
online questionnaire survey circulated to all members of Civic Voice. This elicited 72
responses for analysis, after removing duplicate responses from a few members and
responses almost entirely lacking information. (Nine responses were provided by members
interviewed under (ii) above, and double-counting on specific questions avoided). The
research team made extensive calls upon Civic Voice for supporting documentation, as well
as studying the organisation’s website and published documents and making investigations
elsewhere as necessary. Methodologically the Review was founded on well-established
principles for evaluating governance and impact assessment.
1

Within each area/size grouping an interviewee was selected by a random number process; the first member on
each list was interviewed whenever possible (17 groupings), but if they were unavailable for any reason second
choices (5 groupings) and third choices (1 grouping) were interviewed. In the North West no interview proved
practicable in the ‘small’ grouping. In the North East the only 3 members available were interviewed.
2
We relied upon Civic Voice for names of key people for interview who had previous dealings with Civic Voice in
this category and also amongst the voluntary sector and sponsors.
3
Ian Morrison had experience of Civic Voice both as a grant administrator with the Heritage Lottery Fund and
grant bidder with the Architectural Heritage Fund.
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Structure of the report
1.14 Chapter 2 outlines the context in which Civic Voice operates, identifying challenges
and opportunities arising in the political, economic, social, technological, environmental and
legal spheres. Chapter 3 looks back at the impact which Civic Voice has had in its six years’
existence. To be able to achieve results in line with its mission, Civic Voice has needed to
build a capacity to influence events and then capitalise on that. The chapter outlines its
effectiveness in enabling its member civic societies to promote a sense of place and in
acting as a national lobby group itself to take civic concerns to those in power, in Whitehall,
Westminster and elsewhere. As well as a review of the achievements of practical initiatives
pursued by Civic Voice, an indication is given of its contribution towards promoting the wider
concept of civic pride.
1.15 Chapter 4, 5 and 6 review key areas of operational performance which affect the
capacity of Civic Voice to progress into a sustainable future. Chapter 4 reviews the
governance of the organisation, primarily assessing its performance on a traffic light system
against established yardsticks. This identifies a range of issues which need attention, some
urgently. Chapter 5 considers Civic Voice’s finances, which are in a worrying condition, and
comments on efforts to date to diversify and expand income. Options for future funding
diversification are outlined with practical recommendations especially for finding corporate
and individual donors and for identifying sources of grant funding. Chapter 6 reviews the
trends in Civic Voice’s membership and subscription income, identifying the scale of the
reticence of the civic movement locally to fund its own national representative body. The
benefits which Civic Voice offers to members have become increasingly valuable over its life
since 2010, and we recommend ways of capitalising on this while incentivising membership.
Large numbers of modest steps are proposed to reinvigorate the relationship between Civic
Voice and its members. By agreement with the Board, benchmarking of Civic Voice against
other successful campaigning organisations was almost entirely dropped.
1.16 The Review closes in chapter 7 with an evaluation of the strategic options facing
Civic Voice. This argues that carrying on as usual – the ‘do nothing’ option – would be very
risky and could easily lead to Civic Voice running out of money soon. At the other end of the
scale there is no appetite for the organisation to close, nor does there appear to be a case
for it to do so. Tactical change and transformational change are presented as options, and
there is an argument for Civic Voice doing both. The tactical changes ranging from modest
to challenging would help improve the capacity and resilience of the organisation, but for a
more secure long term future the option of transformation is worthy of serious consideration.
1.17 Numerous recommendations are made in chapters 3 to 7. Selecting the way forward
for Civic Voice from the range of our strategic options in chapter 7 is for Civic Voice to
decide and we therefore make no firm recommendations on those fundamental matters.
Detailed recommendations are embedded within chapters 4, 5 and 7 but in chapters 3 and 6
they are listed separately at the end. The recommendations are brought together in
summary form at the end of the report.
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2

The environment in which Civic Voice operates

2.1
The Brief invited us to consider the impact of social, demographic and technological
change – in short the environment in which Civic Voice is likely to operate in the near future.
Our approach has been to use an established method for addressing the main risks and
opportunities: a PESTEL analysis, covering Political, Economic, Social, Technological,
Environmental and Legal issues. Our crystal ball need be no better than anyone else’s, but
we offer the following views for consideration as a starting point. We are confident that
debate within Civic Voice will be able to both expand and refine these perspectives.
Political
Localism
2.2
An emphasis on ‘localism’, or trying to devolve decisions as far as possible to the
lowest level at which they can be taken, has been an underlying feature of the previous
Coalition and current Conservative Governments. Aspects of what the Government wished
to achieve were enshrined in the Localism Act 2011. The localism agenda sits squarely with
the objectives of Civic Voice. Civic Voice has been able to take advantage of this on
occasion, such as in promoting ‘Assets of Community Value’ with Government financial
assistance (see paragraphs 3.57-61). If this approach can continue, there is likely to be
benefit for Civic Voice. However, Localism is an idea particularly associated with the Prime
Minister of the time, David Cameron MP, and the future of localism is less clear now that
Theresa May MP has become Prime Minister. Furthermore, localism is increasingly being
viewed at the community level as a slogan rather than a reality, due to the overriding of local
wishes on large numbers of occasions through the planning system and especially on
appeals. Neighbourhood Plans are increasingly transferring powers to the local level, but
there remains plenty of scope to override the wishes expressed in them. The principle of
community rights may therefore fade out as a political concept, reducing Civic Voice’s scope
for ‘touching the right nerves’ in Government.
The Big Society
2.3
The Big Society is a Government concept which recognises that, in an era in which
there will be less Government (both centrally and locally), there is more scope (indeed vital
need) for communities to take more matters of interest to themselves into their own hands,
running local activities and managing properties and services that might once have been
expected to be run by the State. Like Localism, the Big Society is still more closely
associated with the former Prime Minister, David Cameron MP and therefore subject to
similar risks under Theresa May MP. Nonetheless, the post of a Minister for Civil Society
has been retained. The Government views the Civic Voice mission as consistent with the
Big Society because people involved in local civic societies are seen as already
demonstrating the scope for people to be active in their own areas and looking after facilities
which matter to them. A decline in the Big Society agenda would tend to diminish the
rationale for involving civic societies in local affairs, again reducing Civic Voice’s ‘buttons to
press’.
Austerity
2.4
Severe cutbacks in state activity and funding have been a hallmark of the previous
and current Governments since 2010. There is minimal chance in the short term of these
being reversed by the current Government and a real chance of further cutbacks. This may
be offset in specific instances by increased investment in infrastructure (currently at a low
level). There has also been a positive response from the heritage sector to the clear
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challenges, with Historic England setting up a ‘Capacity Building’ grant for the sector, and
the Heritage Lottery Fund establishing a wide-ranging ‘Resilient Heritage’ grant. Civic Voice
is likely to find obtaining money from the State will continue to be challenging, whether for
local improvements to where people live or for grant-funded projects.
Political uncertainty
2.5
The consequences of the Brexit decision remain unclear. Anti-establishment activity
and more extreme political views are on the rise in European countries and finding
expression in the US Presidential election too. The future of the Union remains uncertain.
The shape of the Opposition to the Government in Parliament could change dramatically,
particularly if Jeremy Corbyn is re-elected Leader of the Labour Party. In all these respects
evidence and argument are being given less weight than in the past, and ideology given
more. This is challenging for Civic Voice but not disastrous: Civic Voice too can present its
case in terms of ‘what people feel’ and ‘where their hearts are’ (as well as continue to
present evidence to back its case). Furthermore, ‘local communities’ and ‘civic pride’ could
easily become the safe port in a storm for politicians and others struggling to make sense of
a fast-changing world. Civic Voice could position itself as the safe option for the investment
of political capital.
Responsibility for charities within government
2.6
This has moved from the Cabinet Office to the Department for Culture, Media &
Sport. Rob Wilson MP, Minister for Civil Society, has moved to DCMS and keeps his role.
Voluntary sector bodies said the move was a backward step for the sector. Other experts
suggest that this is a clear demotion particularly as it is inevitable that the ability to influence
across government will be significantly reduced (reported in Third Sector magazine,
September 2016). The likelihood of seeing opportunities for future government funding
similar to the Transition Fund (2011 - £105M) and the Sustainability Fund (2016 - £20M) will
certainly be reduced.
The BIG lottery fund – future policy direction
2.7
Government consultation on the future policy direction of the BIG lottery fund has
recently closed and it is not wholly clear where this will lead. The underlying fear is that it
will not be as supportive of the sector as current policy. Any impacts are likely to be in late
2017.
Economic
Economic forecasts
2.8
The economic backdrop of low interest rates and ever decreasing rates of return on
portfolios of investments are already impacting, and will have still greater impact, on
Charitable Funds and potentially other funders’ abilities to provide grant funding at existing
levels. This reduction in funding capacity will mean that the fortunate charities who are
successful in their funding bids will need to:
–
have shown clear outcomes,
–
be wholly trusted,
–
be considered well run and led, and also
–
display a highly relevant mission and beneficial impact.
2.9
There have recently been sharp downward revisions in the economic prospect for the
UK, following the Brexit vote, and the value of sterling has declined. Separate from the
impact of austerity there is also the possibility of a decline in the economy, possibly a
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recession, which would put on further pressure for the Government to cut revenue
expenditure. Expenditure on heritage and maintenance of the public realm can easily be
early casualties of economic downturns, so public funding of activity valued by the civic
movement is likely to be under still further pressure. There may be merit in Civic Voice and
the civic movement looking for novel ways of achieving their mission which, at least in the
short term, rely less on public expenditure.
Distribution of wealth
2.10 For at least two decades wealth has been distributed increasingly unfairly. The top
10% of the population, and especially the top 1%, are accumulating a disproportionate share
of the national income. This is not just a siphoning off of surplus, but is leaving poorer parts
of the community in a far more precarious position illustrated by food banks, zero hours
contracts and rising social sector rents. A sector of the population which might once have
been amenable to the priorities of the civic movement now have much more pressing
matters to concern them, and there is a risk of expenditure on civic matters being viewed as
a diversion of money from more immediate needs. On the other hand, there has emerged a
new wealthy sector which Civic Voice may be able to attract to civic issues. There are some
individuals returning their wealth to the public good, but equally there are many more
resistant to sharing their privilege. Whether Sir Philip Green returns hundreds of millions of
pounds to the BHS pension fund may be a bell-weather decision affecting attitudes to wealth
in this country, and therefore the prospect for Civic Voice to share in a potential bonanza.
Social
The civic movement’s ageing demographic
2.11 Civic societies often report that their subscribing members are ageing and not being
replaced by a younger intake quickly enough. This seems surprising given that the number
of older people in England is rising rapidly, both in absolute and proportionate terms. The
movement will therefore need to ask itself why older people who might have wanted to join
civic societies in the past (it is especially the newly retired who have the time and energy
available to make real contributions) are now less inclined to do so. (We suspect that people
who are, say, 60 now in general think differently about the civic movement from those who
were 60 twenty years ago, and the movement has not adapted.) There is a wider problem of
attracting younger people into the civic movement, which is well-recognised. One of our
interviewees in the Government sector observed that Civic Voice seemed to make
assumptions about younger people that were not necessarily correct: it would be more
effective initially to work with organisations which already focused on younger people (and
understood them) than it would be to try to entice younger people directly into civic societies
which seemed from a different era.
Diversity
2.12 The civic movement is not only made up of generally older people than the national
average. It is also disproportionately white, Anglo-Saxon, middle-class and well-educated.
This can be a challenge to people who are different. The problem is not simply one of
appearance and the reluctance of people from different backgrounds to enter into such a
strange world. It is also a matter of how people ‘do things’ – getting their news online rather
than from newspapers, communicating by twitter rather than telephone, taking decisions on
who and where to meet on the day rather than weeks in advance, volunteering their time
when it’s available rather than when someone else prescribes, emphasising people and
culture over buildings and someone else’s history. At the same time, people like the idea of
putting down roots, especially if it is in a new country, and becoming part of their new
community. Migrants are the new us. So the opportunities exist to bridge the gap with
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different people like these, and Civic Voice and its members have real opportunities to
capitalise on this. As one of our Civic Voice member interviewees commented, Civic Voice
should specifically target areas with large numbers of immigrants and find ways to engage
their cultures.
What is ‘civic’?
2.13 There is a risk that civic heritage and sense of place could become a niche interest
rather than a mainstream one. Younger people can easily have different priorities from older
people when articulating what ‘place’ means to them. Rather than approach from the point
of view of buildings, heritage and tradition, they are more likely to ask ‘what has this place
got of interest to me’, which can be measured in terms such as pop-up food outlets,
interesting eateries, festivals, venues for meeting their friends, spaces for dance or Zumba
classes, and the choice of late-night activity. For them, buildings and public spaces are
more likely to be of interest for the functions they serve than what they mean for the
evolution of the town. However, they are just as likely to be engaged in a sense of place as
civic society members, but from a different perspective. For example, they may wish to
create a venue for something they want to do, and be entirely amenable to restoring an old
building for the purpose: this is simply viewing from the other end of the telescope the same
matter as a civic group keen to find a use for a locally important historic building that has
fallen into disrepair. Approaching the public realm from a social, creative and community
perspective rather than a heritage and environmental one may well be able to achieve the
same result. Civic Voice should be open to this and tap into a substantial new clientele.
These are the people currently more likely to form groups which join Locality than Civic
Voice, or who may be resistant to forming any group at all.
Trust in charities
2.14 The failure of the charity Kids Company (letting down many of the deprived people
who depended on it) and the suicide of the 92-year-old Olive Cooke (who had been
bombarded by fundraising appeals from 99 charities) brought a sharp reassessment of the
management and functioning of charities. Poor practices lead to the Etherington report on
fundraising and a new regime now being introduced in respect of fundraising. This includes
the framework with the Fundraising Regulator which will certainly need careful consideration
by Civic Voice4. The effects on Civic Voice may not be immediately apparent but the
implications are more subtle – for example any suggestion that local civic societies might
share membership information with Civic Voice is likely to be unacceptable under the new
regulations that will come into force. More generally, tighter regulation is inevitable and
charities will need to spend more time complying with it. Funders have increased
expectations to support only honest and trusted organisations who can clearly demonstrate
meaningful impacts from their activities.
2.15 The extent to which practical operations within Civic Voice will be affected by this is
uncertain, but we consider the impact likely to be very minor. We asked sponsors and all six
of our interviewees in the Government and agencies sector – those often asked to fund Civic
Voice – whether the recent decline in public trust in charities had in any way affected their
relationship with Civic Voice. All were emphatic that it had not. The Government and
agencies were not looking for additional governance obligations and their due diligence
investigations continued but without change. While Civic Voice will need to be alert to
changes in the law and best practice, we are optimistic that the emphasis on charitable
practices is elsewhere.

4

https://www.fundraisingregulator.org.uk/
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2.16 Civic Voice is perhaps more likely to be affected by the issue of trust in charities in
less tangible ways which demand a sensitivity to the public mood. A ‘blog’ published in June
2016 by the Charity Commission gave clearer focus to this, highlighting the sentence in bold
below. Sarah Atkinson, Director of Policy & Communications at the Commission said:
“There’s no way to sugar-coat this: the public trust in charities has fallen. Today we’ve
published the latest research in our series tracking public trust and confidence in
charities since 2005. It shows public trust and confidence in charities has fallen from 6.7
in 2014 to 5.7 this year (where 10 is complete confidence and 0 is none).
Given the very difficult year we’ve had, this fall – the lowest recorded trust score since
2005 - was perhaps to be expected, perhaps you may even feel it could have been
worse. Some people will tell you that it’s a blip, driven by media; others may say that
measures of trust don’t tell you very much in comparison with hard data about donations
or volunteering. For me, while it’s not a surprise to see public trust has fallen so far, it is a
concern, and one that needs a strong and focused response from charities and all those
who have an interest in upholding trust in charities. In a time of economic and political
turbulence, charities undoubtedly have an important role to play in building community
cohesion and serving, and speaking for, people in need. The legitimacy of this role rests
in part on the public’s confidence.
Looking beneath the disappointing top line figures, this report tells you a lot about the
drivers of public trust. If you know what matters to the public, and you act on it
decisively, you can regain trust – we’ve seen that in other sectors.”
Technological
Digital age
2.17 Allied to the demographic of the civic movement is an associated relative lack of
familiarity with digital media. The proportion of civic society members not on email is likely to
be greater than the national average, because of their age profile. In the short term this
inhibits communication from Civic Voice and the opportunities for engaging members
generally. However, it is likely to become less problematic as time passes and the ‘new
elderly’ carry on using the digital services with which they are already very familiar. The
tendency is also for new digital technology to be taken on by younger people who then
persist with it into later years, and then be borrowed by the less digitally savvy: for example,
Facebook, once the teenager’s entry to the world, now has a massive following amongst the
middle-aged – and the young seem only to stick with it so they can communicate with their
parents! On the one hand it is easy to feel that young people are always one digital step
ahead of civic groups trying to engage with younger people, but on the other this should not
obscure the great opportunity that increasing familiarity with social media offers to Civic
Voice and the civic movement (see for example paragraph 6.22). A slide prepared by
Barclays Bank showing some defining features of people born at different times is attached
(next page): it indicates the gap between the generations which many civic societies need to
address and the significance of digital communication in this (also relevant to The civic
movement’s ageing demographic, paragraph 2.11 above).
Speed of response
2.18 Modern technology now allows news, photographs, ideas and concerns to be spread
to enormous numbers of recipients with extraordinary speed. Twitter, Instagram and many
other platforms now allow material which captures the zeitgeist of the moment to reach
previously unimaginable numbers of followers. This can only be an opportunity for Civic
Voice, which currently emphasises Twitter as its social medium of choice. Messages
requesting action can be circulated to people known to be listening via their smartphones
and tablets with a real prospect of some rapid take-up. This is also a means of gathering
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people to a venue at short notice, should Civic Voice wish to use it for that. Crowd-funding
by Civic Voice has also become an option thanks to social media providing opportunities for
the rapid engagement of large numbers of people.
Environmental
Planning system
2.19 The deregulation of the planning system which began around 2000 has gathered
considerable pace since 2010 and shows no sign of slowing. Planning is now viewed in
Government circles as the problem rather than part of the solution when making
development decisions. Old certainties about what had value in the built and rural
environments have been torn up in the name of providing more land for house building.
Protection is still generally afforded to assets which are nationally designated for their
special qualities, though the Green Belt is now treated as somewhat expendable in a way
that has not been seen since the 1970s. The attitude change in Government has fostered a
more cavalier attitude in the development industry, which is now much more likely to try its
luck with schemes that would have been considered wholly unacceptable only a few years
before. This creates major uncertainty. The forward planning system (currently called Local
Plans) was always intended to provide certainty about what would or would not be allowed
for a period of 10-15 years ahead, but this has been seriously undermined by a requirement
for a five-year supply of housing land which can ‘trump’ local plan policies. All this has
created real upset and real anger in the civic sector and elsewhere, but for the time being
political ideology is outweighing everything else.
2.20 However, the assumption should not be made that the current approach to planning
is inevitable or will necessarily last. That is not because another political party might take
office and change the policy (it largely began in a period when the Liberal Democrats,
historically supporters of the established planning system, were in Coalition Government,
and planning does not register on the Labour Party’s list of priorities), but because the policy
package will eventually be found to fail. That is what happened in the period 1984 to 1989,
when Conservative Governments last tried to assume that the planning system, by holding
back land, was the fount of the nation’s development problems: the evidence became so
overwhelming that the policy was not working that its supporters went quiet and the five year
housing land supply rule was dropped. Civic Voice may be able to hasten the day when the
current approach is shown to be ineffective, but it should also construct arguments around
the benefits which sensible planning policies can bring. Part of the way to show that an
existing policy has failed is to offer something better, and Civic Voice is well-placed to do
that for heritage and the public realm.
Heritage
2.21 Heritage has been a major beneficiary of changes to the shape of life in England over
the last 20 years. This is mostly due to the Heritage Lottery Fund, which has introduced vast
sums of money into the repair and conservation of fabric and tried to create the
circumstances where heritage is increasingly able to look after itself through guaranteed
funding streams and good management. Its broad view of what ‘heritage’ means, and its
emphasis on the benefits which people gain from it, have created a reservoir of goodwill. So
long as people continue to buy lottery tickets, this looks set to continue. With the level of
funding provided being far beyond what could alternatively come from the tax-payer, and the
great merit to England’s hugely important tourism industry, there is little to suggest that
Government is about to change the Lottery’s priorities. Civic Voice has already attempted to
access HLF funds and is likely to wish to do so again in future.
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2.22 One of the surprises of the National Planning Policy Framework in 2012 has been the
additional attention given to heritage, through two mechanisms: the merit of undesignated
‘heritage assets’ that needs to be considered in planning decisions, and the new emphasis
on protecting the ‘setting’ of listed buildings and scheduled ancient monuments. There has
been little change to the protection previously afforded to heritage in other respects, so the
pattern of development is still settling down to the new policy position on these two points.
These changes can only be very beneficial to Civic Voice’s interests, and seem increasingly
established in practice.
2.23 The challenges to heritage come from the fallout from some of the issues mentioned
above: austerity has caused public funding to be cut back, and any further economic
downturn could turn this screw further. This affects the funding given to Historic England. It
affects the ability of local authorities to maintain historic buildings and look after the public
realm. It affects the capacity of private and charitable guardians to maintain heritage assets
as they wish. There remains a disturbing rate at which heritage falls into the ‘At Risk’
category despite sterling efforts to remove other assets from that list. To some extent the
Heritage Lottery Fund acts as a safety net, even though it does not wish to be seen that way.
The overall environment for heritage therefore appears to be one of both increased
challenge and great opportunity. It requires the civic movement to be alert and move quickly
when the need and the chance arise.
Legal
2.24

Nothing appears to be of special significance to Civic Voice at present.
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3

Civic Voice’s achievements and effectiveness

Principles for measuring Civic Voice’s impact
3.1
Civic Voice exists to fulfil its Mission (Box, paragraph 1.2) to the best of its ability with
the money, staff and volunteers available to it. The Mission is rightly expressed in
generalised terms and needs to be broken down into practical objectives which Civic Voice
can pursue in the short term. Ideally, the objectives should be precise and capable of being
monitored, so that progress towards the intended results can be measured. Achieving
objectives has three essential parts5:
(i)
Activities: what Civic Voice and its membership of civic organisations actually do;
(ii)
Outputs: the survey results, training events, new people introduced to local heritage,
and other specific ‘products’ and ‘services’ which follow from the activities;
(iii)
Outcomes: the changes achieved in consequence, such as additional local funding
for heritage, policy and legislation changes, and the number of war memorials
protected by listing.
3.2
The overall impact of Civic Voice as a result of successfully pursuing a variety of
objectives would then be reflected in higher quality places and greater levels of civic pride in
those places than previously. Attitudes amongst the public and decision-makers would have
been changed to the advantage of sustaining the quality of places. There would be a
greater expectation of investment in and maintenance of the urban fabric, while
inappropriate challenges would not come forward or be prevented.
3.3
The means by which Civic Voice goes about fulfilling its mission are likely to vary
over time. In its first six years of existence the primary focus has necessarily been on
establishing the organisation on the national stage, generating favourable attitudes towards
itself (e.g. its reliability, efficiency, positive attitudes, readiness to work in partnership),
raising belief in the value of civic issues, and becoming as indispensable as possible. These
are largely organisational objectives which mostly need to be in place before the more
tangible outcomes intended can be achieved on any scale. Building up the organisation to
increase its effectiveness is an ongoing process, but after an initial start-up period there will
be some transition to a need to demonstrate greater results too. Civic Voice will increasingly
need to base its credibility on the achievements it has under its belt. We consider that Civic
Voice is around that transition period now.
Building the capacity of the civic movement
Why capacity building is important
3.4
Civic Voice is a national umbrella group in England for civic societies and similar
local organisations. It is not only a representative body for those in membership but properly
has a desire to represent the whole of the civic movement. This will include encouraging all
suitable local organisations to join, not only so that they can all raise their game from access
to Civic Voice’s services but also so that Civic Voice is recognised as truly representative
and with an extensive reach at the local level. To an important extent, the success of Civic
Voice depends on the number and success of its members.
3.5
Civic Voice wants its membership to thrive, so that it can be seen to be
representative of a sector which deserves increasing attention and which can achieve an
5

There is extensive advice available on how non-government organisations can pursue their purposes. See for
example Impact assessment (Tools for success: doing the right things and doing them right), 2013, Cass
Business School; and Describe the difference your work makes: Build your framework for evaluation, 2013,
Charities Evaluation Service.
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increasing amount on the ground at the local level. Civic Voice has no direct control over
civic societies, which are volunteer-led independent local bodies that can ebb and flow, but it
can foster them by encouraging a shared approach to identified priorities and by giving them
the tools (information, skills, confidence, etc.) to be effective. This will help them to achieve
more for the civic movement.
3.6
In addition to its role as an umbrella group, Civic Voice is also called upon by its
membership to act as a lobby group at the national level. Matters of interest and concern
are relayed to the national level and steps can be taken to promote them through
appropriate channels. Some problems and opportunities may best be tackled through
changes to national policy or legislation, or by bringing the weight of a national
representative body to bear on specific bodies in a position to address them. However, the
ability to achieve results of this kind is far from automatic, and depends on Civic Voice
commanding a favourable reception in Government and its Agencies. This kind of credibility
is only built up by hard work over a sustained period, often using soft methods of
engagement at one step removed from the tangible and hard-edged changes that specific
‘campaigns’ seek. Civic Voice is a very small organisation and does not, of course, have
any available economic, electoral or other power to wield to encourage politicians to take
action against their will: its successes will only come by building up a good name for itself at
the same time as presenting cogent arguments.
3.7
Against this background we have looked for indicators of the progress which Civic
Voice is making. Capacity building of the kinds identified is a slow process over the years,
so we have sought trend-based information. Some examples are explored in the following
subsections. The results are analysed in the final sub-section Has Civic Voice been
effective in building capacity?
Civic society activity
(a)

Number of civic societies

3.8
So far as we are aware, there are no accurate figures on the numbers of civic
societies in England. In 1977 the Civic Trust recorded 1,259 civic groups across the UK. In
England it had 656 societies in membership when it went in to administration in 2009. Civic
Voice identified about 500 in England alone in 2012 as functioning and operating with a
programme of work. The total membership of civic groups in England in 2012 was estimated
by Civic Voice as in excess of 120,000, compared with 330,000 in 1977. Civic Voice’s
current estimate of the number of civic groups in England is 461.
(b)

Number of civic societies in membership

3.9
The number of civic societies in membership of Civic Voice (paid subscriptions) has
been as follows:
2011
275
2012
290
2013
266
2014
258
2015
252
2016 (est)
243
3.10 Current data from Civic Voice show that there are 151 local civic bodies known to it
which have never been members of Civic Voice, and a further 67 who are not currently
members but have been members temporarily in the past. This suggests that 47% of local
civic societies are Civic Voice members in 2016 (though around two thirds have been
members at some point). The current membership rate is down from around 58% in 2012
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(290 out of c500). Civic Voice monitoring in the first half of 2016 suggested that renewal
rates could be as low as 77%, though this can be expected to rise with late renewals.
3.11 The annual survey conducted of members each November includes a measure of
satisfaction with Civic Voice. Trends in satisfaction give some indication of Civic Voice’s
capacity to represent local civic groups. The results were as follows to the question “On a
scale of 1-5 in which 1 is very poor and 5 is excellent, how do you rate Civic Voice as an
organisation?”
Year No. of respondents Rating 1 % Rating 2 % Rating 3 % Rating 4 % Rating 5 %
(to this question) (very poor)
(excellent)
2012
183
3.3
3.8
30.1
37.7
25.1
2013
87
1.1
4.6
26.4
40.2
27.6
2014
72
1.4
4.2
27.8
37.5
29.2
2015
99
1.0
4.0
30.3
44.4
20.2
3.12 Around two thirds of respondents have continued to award Civic Voice the top two
ratings during the period of the survey (2012 = 62.8%, 2013 = 67.8%, 2014 = 66.7%, 2015 =
66.6%). (Note that a special effort was made to secure responses in 2012 which was not
repeated in later years.)
3.13 Information on the membership of civic groups subscribing to Civic Voice is currently
available, but figures for earlier years are limited. A mini-survey was carried out of its
membership by Civic Voice in 2013 which covered this issue, so a comparison can be made
between 2013 and 2016 for those civic groups in membership in both years and responding
to this question in 2013. Those returns show that in just three years membership rose in 15
groups, was stable in 11 and fell in 25. Most fluctuations were modest, but there were a few
spectacular gains and losses6. The data therefore show evidence of considerable volatility,
with about half the civic groups in the sample showing membership decline in the last three
years.
3.14 So far as we are aware, no record is kept centrally of the income of civic societies or
the number of hours their members volunteer. To obtain some indication of the impact of
Civic Voice on volunteer-hours, our online questionnaire survey asked memberorganisations first if they considered that their number of volunteer hours had changed since
they had joined Civic Voice. Of the 68 respondents to this question, 19 (28%) considered
the number had increased, 48 (71%) considered it had stayed the same, and 1 (1%)
considered it had decreased. Against a background of generally falling membership of civic
societies, the generally stable or increasing level of individual activity in support of civic
societies (and therefore civic pride) can be counted as an encouraging outcome. There are
plenty of possible reasons for the observed trends in volunteering, so we also asked about
the likely impact of Civic Voice on the figures: ‘Do you consider that Civic Voice membership
caused your volunteer hours to be higher than they would otherwise have been?’ Of the 67
respondents, 12 (18%) considered that it had, 39 (58%) thought not, and 16 (24%) were
unsure. This finding clearly reflects well on the influence that Civic Voice is thought to be
having on individual volunteering at the local level.

6

Major increases (more than 100 members) were in Droitwich Spa Civic Society (c200 to 345), The Kew Society
(500-620), The Knowle Society (3225-3400) and The Ramsgate Society (300-580). Major declines (more than
100 members) were in Cambridge Past Present and Future (1750-1571), The Chelsea Society (800 [or 1200 incl.
joint/family members]-500) and The Isleworth Society (291-175). There were also declines of over 30% in the
smaller memberships of Harlow Civic Society, Littleborough Civic Trust and Worcester Civic Society.
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(c)

Number of civic societies participating in activities co-ordinated by Civic Voice

3.15 Within its first year, Civic Voice had decided to take a markedly different approach to
supporting civic societies compared with the perceived top-down, training-led approach of
the Civic Trust. This would need to be bottom-up, positive about the achievements of civic
societies, and be led by example so that societies could be inspired by the good practice of
their peers. One of the most important initiatives to promote this approach is the annual
Civic Day, held on the third Saturday in June (with some events running until the following
weekend). This is organised by Civic Voice but is open to amenity societies to promote even
if they are not in membership of Civic Voice. Based on a paper received, the Board agreed
that the purpose of Civic Day on a local level is to:
•
promote public awareness of the identity and heritage of their area;
•
showcase the work of civic societies in improving local environments; and
•
provide opportunities for people to become actively involved in their community.
Subsequently a report to the Board arising from an Awayday on 2 December 2014 observed
that “Civic Day supports Civic Voice in evolving towards becoming an organisation that is
increasingly about community engagement rather than just a focus on heritage and
planning.” In short Civic Day has evolved to support the corporate promotion and positioning
of Civic Voice as well as to build local capacity.
3.16 The number of groups and events reported by Civic Voice to have been involved
were:
2011 over 200 groups with over 350 events
2012* over 150 groups with over 300 events
2013 over 200 groups with over 350 events
2014 over 200 groups with over 300 events
2015 no data on groups or events
2016 no data on groups, 196 events
42 of the 72 respondents to our online questionnaire survey reported that they had been
involved in promoting Civic Day. At 58% this is well below the proportion of around 75%
implied by the national total figures in 2013 and 2014. Accurate monitoring is needed to
clarify the actual level of engagement in Civic Day as one of Civic Voice’s flagship activities.
* Reduced number due to coinciding with the Queen’s Diamond Jubilee.

3.17 Civic Day events are typically supported by a launch event in the Houses of
Parliament with MPs, plus media coverage, and supporting materials such as workshops or
a promotional booklet such as ‘101 Civic Ideas’ (in April 2011), though only in years when
Civic Voice can afford this. Increasingly the intention is to ‘theme’ Civic Day each year to
reinforce other Civic Voice campaign objectives. There is Board agreement that if
sponsorship could be obtained then Civic Day could be developed into a still more
impressive annual event.
3.18 To gain an impression of the scale of member support for Civic Voice activities, our
online questionnaire survey asked about participation in six additional campaigns. Four of
these were organised by Civic Voice exclusively and two were open to anyone but
encouraged by Civic Voice. 72 member-organisations responded with the results showing
participation levels between about one tenth and nearly half the membership (if this selfselecting sample is representative), as the following table shows:
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Campaign
Assets of
Community Value
Local Heritage List
War Memorials
Civic Voice
Design Awards
Street Pride
Beauty In My
Backyard Toolkit

Members involved % Members Members involved due to % Members involved
(excl. not sure)
involved Civic Voice (excl. not sure) due to Civic Voice
34
47%
17
24%
31
25
24

43%
35%
33%

8
25
24

11%
35%
33%

14
8

19%
11%

14
8

19%
11%

MPs supporting Civic Voice
3.19 Civic Voice established the All Party Parliamentary Group (APPG) on Civic Societies
in 2012. The number of MPs in membership of the APPG or supporting causes promoted by
Civic Voice has been as follows:
2012
45
2013
64
2014
78
2015
*26
2016
26
* Includes 11 MPs specifically backing the First World War Memorials Programme.
The decline in 2015 reflects the need for rebuilding of MP support following the May 2015
General Election.
3.20 Civic Voice organises meetings of the APPG on Civic Societies, often in Portcullis
House in the Houses of Parliament, which are open to anyone to attend (provided they are
registered in advance to do so, for security reasons). It is important for the perceived
standing of the APPG that meetings are well-attended by local civic groups and attract
influential people in the audience and to address them. As well as Trustees, the APPG is
often attended by Griff Rhys-Jones, President of Civic Voice. Civic Voice aims for at least
90 people to be present in the audience, which gives the impression of a reasonably full
room of the size available at the venue. The attendance has varied between 146 for the
most popular event to 18. Across 16 meetings held since 2013 the average attendance has
been 79 people. Attendance has fluctuated considerably from one meeting to another.
Has Civic Voice been effective in building capacity?
(a)

Representing the civic movement

3.21 The evidence suggests that local civic groups continue to decline in number as a
sector, though probably at a slower rate than prior to the creation of Civic Voice in 2010.
The membership of local civic groups is often changing. Some of the civic groups we
interviewed reported long term gradual declines in their membership (though this was not a
topic for our study), but the picture is more complex than that with some local groups
bucking the trend with membership increases. Civic groups are self-governing bodies which
take responsibility for their own futures. Civic Voice has tried to assist them with extensive
advice on fundraising, membership recruitment, engaging with young people and similar
matters, while advice on organisational development is widely available on the internet.
Civic Voice has therefore taken reasonable steps to help consolidate and expand the civic
movement at the local level, though a problem remains. Of greater concern is the number
and proportion of local civic groups which join Civic Voice. Both are declining. New
members are being recruited but are outweighed by resignations/non-renewals of
subscriptions. The pattern of membership is explored in more detail in chapter 6.
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3.22 With barely half of local civic groups in membership of Civic Voice, there is both
some limit to (and some erosion of) the national representation which Civic Voice can claim.
Capacity building in this respect is not following the course desired. There can be some
encouragement, however, that about two thirds of members continually rate Civic Voice in
the top two of five categories in the ‘satisfaction’ question in the annual survey (paragraph
3.11 above). Furthermore, the data on civic groups in membership understates the esteem
in which Civic Voice is held. Other evidence suggests clearly that Civic Voice is fulfilling its
role for the civic movement even if numerous local civic groups are not members.
3.23 For this project we interviewed 11 of the larger non-member local civic groups, 10 of
them in depth. Two were former members of Civic Voice and nine had never been
members. The overwhelming constraint on membership was the cost, not any real concern
about the inadequacies of Civic Voice. Asked whether Civic Voice was helpful as a national
mouthpiece for the civic movement even though they were not members, 7 of the 10
respondents said that it was, two thought it might be and one was not sure. The
interviewees mostly had a good knowledge of Civic Voice. Asked what impact it had had
since 2010, only three of the ten did not know. The others volunteered views such as that
Civic Voice:
–
had a superb reputation as lobbyists and it was extraordinary how far it has got;
–
is successful and the largest representative body;
–
has raised the profile of conservation matters on a national scale; and
–
as a national body, has kept the flag flying for amenity societies.
3.24 Furthermore, one of the 26 member-organisations we interviewed in depth had very
recently decided to leave Civic Voice. It had a very positive view about the organisation in
many respects (reading communications avidly, attending events, appreciating the
consultations, supporting the ‘mission’, respecting the personnel involved, and was even still
prepared to fundraise jointly with Civic Voice), but felt it had insufficient local volunteers to
take up the opportunities of participatory membership, and therefore (in a majority decision)
could not justify the subscription. One of the two former members also expressed much
support for Civic Voice and had resigned for similar reasons. A senior figure in the other
former-member had stood for election as a Civic Voice Trustee. If this is a fair sample, Civic
Voice can be confident that it does represent the civic movement even with its unsatisfactory
proportion of paying members.
(b)

Supporting civic societies

3.25 The monitoring and analysis of the merit of Civic Day is poor, even though this a key
promotional activity led by Civic Voice. We are aware of a report to the Board on the impact
of Civic Day 2013 which itemised its benefits as follows:
–
all groups participating said that “Civic Day raised our profile”;
–
8 out of 10 groups managed to recruit new members during Civic Day;
–
6 out of 10 groups said they were able to raise funds;
–
Civic Day was reported in national newspapers and Civic Voice representatives
spoke on 18 different local radio stations during Civic Day;
–
the June 10th launch event for 2013 in front of an invited audience of over 40
representatives from civic societies, MPs and invited guests was hosted by the All
Party Parliamentary Group for Civic Societies and was addressed by Secretary of
State for Communities and Local Government, Eric Pickles MP.
3.26 However, this apparent success appears much less significant when considered
relative to other Civic Voice activities. Each year Civic Voice’s annual civic survey in
November asks for ‘the top three Civic Voice activities that are of the greatest use to your
civic society’. Civic Day prompts poor responses, with just 6 mentions from 100 civic groups
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in 2013, 4 from 84 groups in 2014 and 6 from 113 groups in 2015 when it came a poor tenth
in the list of priorities. These findings are reinforced by our own interviews with members. In
response to an open-ended question about what they perceived to be Civic Voice’s main
campaigns at present, only 4 of the 23 interviewees who identified specific initiatives chose
Civic Day as one of them. However, irrespective of its significance, there is plenty of support
for Civic Day locally: 6 more interviewees selected Civic Day as a Civic Voice campaign they
had themselves engaged in, and all but one of the 26 interviewees was satisfied that Civic
Voice campaigned on broadly the right issues.
3.27 Monitoring information should be properly recorded and then summarised on the
website and in the Annual Review stating as accurately as practicable the outputs of each
Civic Day (the number of civic groups involved and how many events were held), together
with the support received from MPs and from other influential people. A report containing a
list of events held, together with a short description of them (if provided by the organisers),
could be written-up as a monitoring tool and an inspiration for civic groups in the following
year. Reports to the Board should set out in advance the objectives of each Civic Day
including if any target numbers are aimed for, together with an explanation for those.
Reports after the event should evaluate what was achieved. Outputs should be clarified and
the benefits articulated (e.g. publicity obtained, local members enrolled, relevance to other
Civic Voice activities). The annual survey of members should request information on
engagement in Civic Day and seek feedback on the extent of local benefit derived.
(c)

Establishing credibility in the Government and its agencies

3.28 There is considerable support in the civic movement for Civic Voice’s work in
Westminster and Whitehall. Our survey of a sample of 26 members asked a series of openended questions which indicated this:
–
8 of the 23 interviewees who identified specific campaigns run by Civic Voice at
present chose the All Party Parliamentary Group as one of them;
–
members were broadly satisfied by the balance between Civic Voice’s various
activities, but 5 interviewees emphasised the importance of national lobbying in
Westminster (which was more than any other activity emphasised);
–
9 out of 23 interviewees with views identified Civic Voice’s parliamentary work as a
benefit of Civic Voice for the wider civic movement (as distinct from a benefit for the
member), which was more than any other benefit identified; and
–
9 out of 23 interviewees with views chose Civic Voice’s parliamentary work as
amongst its strengths, equalled only by the members who identified the excellence
and hard work of the organisation’s key personnel.
3.29 The views of key figures in the Government and its agencies about the standing of
Civic Voice on the national stage are of special importance. It is their views on the
organisation’s credibility or otherwise which will affect the influence Civic Voice wields in
negotiations on policy and which will affect the likelihood of project funding being
forthcoming from public or lottery funds. We therefore interviewed a sample of six people
who have been involved in assessing Civic Voice for these purposes.
3.30 The primary interest of them all was that Civic Voice was the representative body for
civic groups and their local members who had the enthusiasm and organisation to deliver
initiatives locally. The Government and its agencies wanted local societies to deliver
national programmes in addition to local ones. Civic Voice was the body which had a
mandate to represent local groups and was the conduit from the national level down to them.
The two sponsors we interviewed took a similar view. It offered access to local civic
societies, described by one interviewee as “the backbone of the country”, including by
spreading information about national initiatives to the grassroots level. A single body of this
type to work with (as “the embodiment of local concerns”, as one interviewee put it) was
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therefore highly attractive to central public organisations. This function ensured that
particular attention was paid to issues raised by Civic Voice through consultation responses,
sounding boards and other forums. It is therefore important that Civic Voice is indeed
representative of civic groups (our interviewees considered it was at present and saw no
other competitor body), and that it has sufficient influence as an umbrella body so that
project activity funded nationally can really be delivered in practice locally. Hundreds of local
groups participating in Civic Day and in projects like war memorial assessment are therefore
central to the credibility of Civic Voice in Westminster and Whitehall.
3.31 Interviewees from the Government and agencies considered that Civic Voice had
achieved a considerable amount, built a reputation as a credible national body and got
attention as a result. The general feeling was that Civic Voice had excellent communications
and had built up its profile well through the APPG. Most but not all felt it ‘punched above its
weight’ on the national heritage scene, and everyone welcomed dealing with the Chairman
and Executive Director as highly effective and committed representatives of great integrity.
So Civic Voice was getting attention, particularly amongst MPs, but there was a perceived
difference between a considerable presence in Parliament and a lesser influence in
Government.
3.32 There was straight-forward proof of the value of the effort which Civic Voice had put
into establishing its credibility nationally. Government Departments and agencies were
prepared to work with Civic Voice despite its small size and the risks and resilience issues
this inevitably raised: working with all relevant sectors and taking advantage of organisations
able to help was a more important consideration. There was some fear that Civic Voice did
not have the capacity to develop funding bids or to run large projects, which would limit the
size of project they could bid for. Delivery of projects might be compromised by Civic
Voice’s funding problems: the inevitable search for project funding did risk spreading the
organisation’s resources too thinly and away from its core mission. This also reduced its
responsiveness on projects and made overall management challenging for the Executive
Director. This generated reliance on overwork by a small number of individuals.
Nonetheless, Departments and agencies welcomed the Civic Voice support for partnerships
and its adaptability.
3.33 Our assessment is that Civic Voice is doing as well as it can within its resources and
has achieved far more than could reasonably have been expected with its level of funding
and staff. It has built a reputation and credibility in Government and created a climate of
opinion in which the wider purpose of promoting civic pride can be achieved. It has
capitalised on that by obtaining funding for projects in pursuit of its mission, though this
process is significantly reliant on a few high-calibre individuals and carries a range of risks.
Interviewees made clear that it was important that in its workload Civic Voice did not ‘bite off
more than it could chew’, and the organisation does appear to be at the limit of what it can
achieve. There was some concern that Civic Voice was over-stretched due to the search for
money, though another interviewee was impressed that “they do what they say: they don’t
over-promise and under-deliver”. Making its model of umbrella activity effective in practice
was critical to Civic Voice’s usefulness to the Government and its agencies.
3.34 It is also important to appreciate that the APPG on Civic Societies which Civic Voice
uses to engage parliamentarians is viewed in Westminster not only as a means of Civic
Voice promoting civic issues in Parliament but as a means of Government and its agencies
communicating with MPs and with the civic movement. A sequence of senior public figures
has been pleased to address the APPG. If there is a criticism of the APPG it is that the
purpose of some APPG meetings can be unclear, with the usual people talking to each other
rather than targeting new audiences, and there is a risk that this can take undue time from
busy people in senior public positions. As one interviewee put it, “there is an issue about
continually having a conversation but not taking it forward”. This is, again, the issue of Civic
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Voice turning outputs (like APPG meetings) into outcomes (like policy development and new
projects).
3.35 Overall, one of the great successes of Civic Voice in its first six years has been to
establish itself on the national stage as a highly competent organisation, effective in
presenting its members’ interests to the Government and others, and having built the
organisational capacity to bring this about. This is an enormous achievement for a body not
only so young but also so very small. A number of interviewees commented that they felt
this capability had become particularly apparent in the last two to three years: in effect Civic
Voice had established itself on the national scene, was becoming progressively better
known, and was able to capitalise on this in its promotional activity. Interviewees were in no
doubt that the Executive Director had been primarily responsible for this, together with the
dedication of the Chairman and the hard work of many people in the national organisation.
The position of Civic Voice in the voluntary sector
3.36 Civic Voice arose from the ashes of the Civic Trust, via the Civic Society Initiative in
2009-10 (see paragraph 1.3-4 above), to take its place in the network of national voluntary
organisations dealing with various aspects of place, environment and heritage. This review
has enquired into its performance of this role as seen by colleague organisations. Those
bodies which nurtured Civic Voice into existence have a clear interest in its success, but are
well placed to comment on its performance against the original intentions. Others without
that background are both potential partners and potential competitors. All offer an insight
into the impact this young organisation has had and how it has positioned itself, especially
on the national stage. Appendix 1 lists the telephone interviews we carried out in this sector.
3.37 The role Civic Voice has taken on as an umbrella group and a national representative
body lobbying on behalf of the civic movement, described in this report, is largely the one
originally expected of it. In varying degrees all our interviewees had worked in partnership
with Civic Voice and been satisfied with the experience and mostly very impressed (with the
committed and hard-working Executive Director being an important feature in this). There
was a universal feeling that Civic Voice was very influential in relation to its size and
resources and had thereby given voice to the civic movement’s interests as hoped for. What
it did it generally did well. Everyone wanted Civic Voice to succeed. It had the advantage of
representing a ‘good cause’ that was not opposed, but had nonetheless:
–
become a recognised brand;
–
demonstrated credibility;
–
worked effectively with Government and promoted itself well to Parliament;
–
been impressive in its lobbying;
–
shown an energy and an ability to react quickly; and
–
improved its capabilities over time as its activities grew.
Interviewees found Civic Voice’s activities complementary to their own activities rather than
in conflict: where there was mutual interest they tended to work in partnership, and had
sufficiently close working relationships to avoid difficulties of wasteful overlap.
3.38 The voluntary organisations were more concerned about where Civic Voice would
get its money from. Raising cash was becoming more challenging, and running membership
organisations was becoming inherently difficult (as people increasingly show their support in
ways that do not involve handing over money). Funding from Historic England and the
Heritage Lottery Fund remained attractive, but fighting for contracts was a draining activity
and there was a risk that by chasing the money organisational mission could be lost (as had
happened to the Civic Trust beforehand). A balance of income sources offered some
resilience, across sponsorship, project funding and the membership. There was some
support for effort being put into working with Civic Voice’s core of membership in a more
commercial way (e.g. through subscriptions and conferences). Most interviewees saw merit
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in Civic Voice remaining small and focusing on its niche roles. This would help it avoid
spreading itself too thinly, avoid becoming bureaucratic, and remain complementary rather
than competitive with others (notably avoiding moving more overtly into the heritage sector).
3.39 Matters which Civic Voice needed to address included improving its financial
management and governance, tackling its age profile, attracting a different range of people
into leadership roles, and developing its civic society membership (some of whom were
described by one interviewee as “wilfully small”).
Promotion of civic pride
3.40 Promoting people’s civic pride in the places where they live is central to Civic Voice’s
mission. Identifying whether civic pride is growing over a period of time, let alone the
influence which Civic Voice has in that, is challenging. It’s an intangible attribute and it’s a
matter of judgement. Measuring achievements and effectiveness will generally be easier for
the specific objectives which Civic Voice chooses to pursue to that end. Nonetheless there
is some scope to monitor indicators of civic pride and to track public attitudes over time.
Civic Voice does not appear to have developed either of these ideas, so in the essentials it
has no idea whether it is making a difference or not.
3.41 While this would benefit from further thought, Civic Voice does have available to its
some indicators which may help:
(i)
Media coverage. Since the beginning of 2016, Civic Voice has been tracking media
coverage of its name. In effect, this is tracking of Civic Voice campaigns. This uses Google
Alerts software to identify coverage online. Historically, coverage would have been
measured in column-inches in published journals and in minutes of time on the radio and
television, but now that much coverage is either exclusively online or presented in multiple
formats by the originating body, an online assessment is quite sufficient. 71 mentions were
logged in the first 6 months of the year. This information will need continuing collection to be
of value for monitoring purposes.
(ii)
Twitter followers. Social media can be useful in providing a convenient means for
Civic Voice’s members and supporters to communicate with each other and an opportunity
for Civic Voice to reach audiences it might otherwise miss. The principal mechanism used
by Civic Voice is Twitter, with (we are advised) the national office typically sending half a
dozen tweets per day. The number of Civic Voice’s Twitter followers is currently around
8,000, including 90 civic societies, and can be reliably monitored by computer software.
(iii)
Design Awards. The annual Civic Voice Design Awards are a national celebration of
good local design and conservation, with the particular characteristic that the nominations
are by local community organisations (rather than by the development industry or
professionals). The aim is to identify projects or buildings that have had a positive impact in
a local neighbourhood and have delivered positive benefits to that community7. Many civic
societies operate their own design awards, but this is a national scheme to raise the profile
of Civic Voice particularly. The Awards are sponsored by Farrells. The number of entries to
the Design Awards is a function mainly of the quality of new local architecture built and the
number of local organisations wanting to take part in spotting good designs. Both reflect
civic pride, so the number of entries is a helpful indicator. The first Awards were in 2015
when 62 schemes were nominated, while 38 schemes were nominated in 2016.
Participation rates in the Civic Voice Design Awards by members responding to our online
questionnaire are reported in the table following paragraph 3.18 above.

7

Paper to the Civic Trust Board meeting on 28 January 2014
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(iv)
MPs supporting Civic Voice. A proxy measure for MPs supporting civic pride is the
number of MPs who have joined the APPG for Civic Societies or otherwise indicated their
formal support for Civic Voice projects. This was reported in paragraph 3.19 above.
Numbers will tend to rise and fall with the parliamentary cycle, but this is nonetheless a
useful indicator of civic pride because numbers of MPs in an APPG is a barometer of interest
in particular causes.
(v)
Meetings with Ministers. Ministers meet lobby groups they wish to meet and those
they feel obliged to meet. Either way, Civic Voice’s Ministerial meetings are a measure of
the extent to which civic issues are on the Government’s agenda and need to be taken
seriously. The focus of this indicator is on Civic Voice’s ability to promote issues nationally
as a lobby group. It does not cover occasions when Civic Voice has met Ministers from time
to time at project meetings on Government-funded projects where Civic Voice is a
contractor. Ministerial meetings are infrequent for most lobby groups, and are therefore
important measures of success when they are held. The number of meetings specifically
arranged with Ministers has been as follows, showing that Civic Voice has met Ministers on
more occasions in the last two years as in the previous five:
2010
1
2011
1
2012
0
2013
1
2014
2
2015
4
2016
2
3.42 In all five respects above Civic Voice would be monitoring not only indicators of civic
pride but also indicators of its own influence, as all of them are only happening because of
the existence of Civic Voice.
3.43 Direct measurement of civic pride is more difficult. Whether there is much ‘civic
pride’ in a place is a matter of perception. Asking residents about how much there is in their
area can tap into this perception. Ideally this needs a sufficiently large sample to be
indicative and to be conducted periodically to establish trends. Civic Voice may not have the
resources to fund that. There is also the difficulty that Civic Voice is a national body so its
influence on the civic pride in any individual place will be impractical to distinguish from other
influences (such as the activity of the local civic group, or the enthusiasm of the local
authority). Civic pride at the national level is even more complex a concept, with
respondents’ opinions necessarily much diluted by inadequate knowledge of local civic pride
around the country and the limitations of where they have or have not visited. Nonetheless,
to see if anything meaningful could derive from a sample survey, we asked questions about
this of the 26 members of Civic Voice we interviewed. We asked whether respondents
considered there was more, less or about the same civic pride in their area compared with
2010 (when Civic Voice started up), asked the same question about civic pride in England,
and then asked whether they considered Civic Voice has had an impact on civic pride
nationally over that time. The results were understandably mixed:
Civic pride 2010-16
More
Same
Less
Don’t know
Non-response
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9
8
5
3
1

Nationally
11
2
3
8
2
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3.44 This unsophisticated poll shows a perception of somewhat improved civic pride both
locally and nationally compared with 2010, but the following table shows that Civic Voice’s
role in generating civic pride nationally was not very convincing:
Civic Voice impact on civic pride nationally?
Yes
5
Some
9
No
5
Don’t know
6
Non-response
1
3.45 Civic Voice should consider how it proposes to monitor the extent to which its
mission to promote civic pride is being fulfilled, both directly and by the use of indicators.
The assessment should include the proportionality of the cost and effort to be put into this
monitoring in relation to the benefit.8
Achieving tangible outcomes
3.46 Civic Voice chooses campaigns which respond to the interests of members and
contribute towards its mission. These should clearly identify the problem to be tackled and
the solution(s), around which a campaign and the actions to be taken can be planned. Have
Civic Voice campaigns achieved what they set out to achieve? What kinds of campaign
worked well or less well, and why? What lessons were learned? These are the kinds of
questions that Civic Voice should be asking and answering, not least because its staff and
financial resources are in such short supply that time used ineffectively is a significant loss to
the mission.
3.47 To assess Civic Voice’s achievements and effectiveness within the limited resources
of this project we have selected a small cross-section of campaigns for brief review. These
have been chosen to illustrate a variety of formats in which Civic Voice has run campaigns:
–
Street Pride: this was a campaign in 2010 reliant on action at the local level by civic
groups, using the assistance of Civic Voice and feeding into a national campaign;
–
Permitted development rights: this was a national level campaign run predominantly
in 2011-13 to try to influence national planning policy, using the support of local civic
groups lobbying their own MPs;
–
Assets of Community Value: this was a national campaign run mainly in 2015 in
partnership with other national bodies and supported by the Department for
Communities and Local Government, relying for its effectiveness on implementation
by local civic groups.
Street Pride
3.48 Street Pride was the first major campaign run by Civic Voice, in 2010. It aimed to
promote the importance of civilised streets and public spaces, and highlight the damage
being caused by intrusive, poorly designed and unnecessary street furniture. The project
was funded by English Heritage. It was launched at the Civic Societies Convention in
October 2009 and had a defined life until autumn 2010. It was designed to make a
contribution to the movement as a whole as well as to tackle street clutter.
3.49

The objectives were:

8

There is extensive advice available on how non-government organisations can monitor their performance. For
example, the Charities Evaluation Service has published Monitoring and evaluation on a shoestring, 2011 and
First steps in monitoring and evaluation, 2002.
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–

to achieve a legal requirement to ensure minimum standards for the design and
location of street furniture and its maintenance;
–
to require local authorities to respond to evidence of street clutter with 30 days; and
–
to require those responsible for street furniture to have the skills and qualifications
which will provide a better understanding of its impact on the quality of place.
A campaign toolkit was prepared for use by local civic groups, so that participants could
prepare a street audit for a length of street and feed this into a national campaign
demonstrating the scale of the problem. The media could highlight the issues in a
compelling way.
3.50 Civic Voice commissioned the necessary materials, including briefing notes on ‘Posts
and poles’, ‘Signs’, ‘Bollards’, ‘Guard rails’ and an introductory advisory pack on how to get
started. Practical workshops were run between April and July 2010 on how best to organise
and deliver campaigns, how to work with and influence local authorities, and how to achieve
effective communications (including on social media).
3.51 Civic Voice worked with over 75 local groups on this campaign. It struck a chord with
the new Coalition Government’s ‘localism’ and ‘Big Society’ agendas and secured
considerable publicity. In August 2010 the Departments for Transport and for Communities
and Local Government issued a joint one-page statement ‘Reducing street clutter’ which
contained advice to local authorities, commitments to make changes to technical guidance
and to issue ‘guidance for auditing and removing unnecessary traffic signs’. Specific
reference was made to Civic Voice’s Street Pride campaign.
3.52 Although the campaign did not achieve its formal objectives, it achieved a significant
breakthrough in gaining the formal support of the Government with commitments to further
action (Governments often prefer to offer their own solutions to acknowledged problems, so
that they appear to be in command of the issues, rather than do what lobby groups request,
which may look like caving in to pressure). The Departmental press release cited a street
survey by Salisbury Civic Society generated by the campaign, and the issue attracted
considerable media coverage – especially when the Secretary of State for the Environment,
Eric Pickles MP, appeared on television to illustrate the kind of street clutter that needed to
be tackled.
3.53 This was clearly a successful campaign in engaging and raising skills in civic
societies, helping to raise the profile of Civic Voice and indicating an ability to engage with
politicians at the highest level. Nonetheless, the monitoring and analysis of the campaign
was poor: no record appears to have been kept of the street audits resulting from work by
those civic societies supporting the campaign (the outputs) nor of the results of those
societies seeking changes on the ground and changes to local practices in their local
authorities (the outcomes). Without this, and the campaigning follow-through to press for the
delivery of what was promised, it is difficult to know how effective the campaign really was.
Did authorities manage to ‘ride out the storm’ without actually doing or changing anything, or
were genuine improvements achieved? Did the Departments keep their promises and were
their actions satisfactory, or did the issue ‘disappear into the long grass’? We are unaware
of any investigation into these matters or records of what happened held by Civic Voice. It
would be most upsetting if in reality the campaign fell at its final hurdle considering its great
success in winning the argument. Failure to have a tangible achievement to Civic Voice’s
name would be a significant opportunity lost given how close such an outcome came.
Permitted Development Rights
3.54 Planning permission is required for the development or use of land, and the planning
legislation adopts a very wide definition of ‘development’. To avoid the need for planning
applications for every trivial development, planning law sets down ‘permitted development
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rights’ (PDRs) which specify minor developments which will be deemed to have planning
permission automatically granted. In effect this states the threshold between what does and
what does not require specific planning permission. The difficulty is that a landowner’s small
scale development can be a neighbour’s infringement of amenity. This is a contentious area
of legislation which is quite complex due to the extensive conditions and limitations which
have evolved over the years to strike a balance between the interests.
3.55 Since the Coalition Government came to power in 2010, a succession of steps has
been taken to extend the scope of PDRs, in effect deregulating the planning system. Civic
Voice became involved nationally in writing detailed responses to DCLG’s planning
consultations on this in June 2011, August 2011 and December 2012. Various Briefings and
Press Notices were also issued, including briefings during the passage of the Growth and
Infrastructure Bill in 2013. So concerned were civic groups that in October 2012 at the Civic
Voice AGM, members voted unanimously to back a motion calling on the Government to
withdraw its latest planning reforms. Members were encouraged to write to their MPs and
local newspapers about the subject, in support of a national campaign.
3.56 Civic Voice provided members with a series of helpful technical documents on PDRs
for information and to assist when approaching MPs and the media. Various changes were
made to the proposals and to the legislation as a result of concerns expressed, though Civic
Voice was far from the only body making its views known on these points. Tracking down
changes which are attributable to Civic Voice is beyond the scope of this project. However,
Civic Voice considered that it achieved sufficient concessions from the Government to issue
a press release in April 2013 welcoming some adjustments in the legislation compared with
the original consultation proposals. In particular this referred to continuation of an
opportunity for neighbour consultation, which would not otherwise have survived. The press
statement carried particular weight because it included statements from Conservative MP
Zac Goldsmith and the Conservative Peer Lord True, with whom Civic Voice had worked on
its permitted development rights campaign. Staff at the time will have known what impact
Civic Voice had, but at the current distance in time since the 2011-13 period there appears
to be no record of that. There does not appear to be monitoring information on which
particular MPs were engaged in the issue or what effect their concerns had, nor any national
report after the event to the Board on what was achieved or what went wrong. We simply do
not seem to know the outcome of all the effort applied, nor is it clear whether joint
campaigning (the extent of which is unclear) was more effective for Civic Voice than
anything it did by itself. The value which Civic Voice got from its investment of time and
effort in this national campaign is therefore barely known.
Assets of Community Value
3.57 The Localism Act 2011 provided a new power for local communities to protect
buildings and open spaces they value. ‘Assets of community value’ formally identified on a
list held by the local authority cannot be sold without the community first being given a
chance to acquire them on the open market. If an asset is put up for sale, the authority
provides a 6 week period in which a community interest group can make a request to be
treated as a potential bidder. This will trigger a six month moratorium on the sale, in which
the community can prepare a bid for its purchase (using a power called the ‘Community
Right to Bid’). The prompt identification of Assets of Community Value, in advance of any
prospect of a sale, and persuading the local authority to add them to its list of such assets, is
a key part of the process. Civic Voice published in 2013 a Briefing on how to use the
‘Community Right to Bid’.
3.58 The Civic Voice convention in October 2014 recommended to the Board that a
campaign should be run to encourage civic groups to nominate Assets of Community Value
(ACVs). This was run in 2015, coinciding with a request from the Prime Minister for people
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to be brought together to spread the message on the scope for using the powers of the
Localism Act. The Government wanted to access local voluntary organisations (i.e. already
active citizens) who might not have known about the new community rights, including
relatively deprived groups, and wanted sector representatives able to circulate the message.
Civic Voice was by no means the only organisation keen to promote the listing of ACVs, so it
became the leading force of a ‘Localism Alliance’ established to work with the Department
for Communities and Local Government on the issue. The Localism Alliance included
Campaign for Real Ale, National Association of Local Councils, Plunkett Foundation,
Supporters Direct and Theatres Trust. The Department funded Civic Voice to organise
roadshows through local civic bodies and to promote ACVs. Six workshops were also held
to identify the lessons learnt and to report back.
3.59 Civic Voice showed that it was able to respond to members’ wishes and that it could
work effectively in partnership (in effect a requirement for the £50,000 DCLG grant support).
It held a meeting with the relevant Minister and also initiated an Early Day Motion9 in the
House of Commons. For its part, DCLG found Civic Voice supportive of its requirements
and its work of good quality. However, in an indication of Civic Voice’s limited resilience, the
project overlapped with a period of short-staffing at Civic Voice and therefore considerable
stress on the organisation as it sought to fulfil the contract. The final report was delivered
later than intended causing its impact to be somewhat reduced. The valuable contribution
the Chairman was able to make to the contract does appear to have partially offset DCLG’s
concerns.
3.60 The results from our online questionnaire survey (table following paragraph 3.18
above) suggest that nearly half Civic Voice members participated in the Asset of Community
Value campaign (though only about a quarter due to encouragement specifically from Civic
Voice), if our sample is representative. That seems to us a creditable level of local activity
by members.
3.61 In campaigning terms, Civic Voice does not appear to have consolidated the gains it
made in this campaign. We have seen no centrally published record of the ACVs listed as a
result of action by Civic Voice members (the outcome), nor does the project’s final report to
DCLG appear on the website. Although there are many advisory documents on ACVs
available on the internet, Civic Voice does not appear to have staked its claim to be a
leading source of expertise or influence. So far as we are aware, the Localism Alliance
ceased to operate after the completion of the project. Civic Voice could have obtained rather
more longer-term benefit from this project.
Other determinants of achievements and effectiveness
Choosing campaigns
3.62 Over the years Civic Voice has chosen a number of very good campaigning topics,
such as Street Pride, war memorials and now Conservation Areas. These are topics which
can link campaigning at the local and national levels (each reinforcing the other), appeal to a
wide constituency including people who might be attracted into the civic movement, and
potentially attract funding. Civic Voice also needs to run a selection of campaigns at the
same time which have different emphases: this provides opportunities for engagement for
people who like to contribute in different ways, balances projects with different resource
requirements, and presents a range of interests to the outside world. Civic Voice must at all

9

An Early Day Motion is placed by an MP to call for a debate on a topic. The number of MPs’ signatures an
EDM attracts is a measure of the support for it, like a petition, and draws the Government’s attention to subjects
concerning to MPs. MPs and lobby groups canvas support for EDMs. EDMs are very rarely debated.
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times be able to do what it says it is going to do, and the Board must select priorities. This is
not an easy task.
3.63 Against this background, the primary method by which campaigns to be run by Civic
Voice are chosen is the annual convention each October, when recommendations are made
to the Board. Member choice of campaign has the great advantage that there is a real
likelihood that member organisations will join in with it, substantially increasing its chance of
success. (Our online questionnaire survey showed that 40 out of 72 respondents (56%) had
attended a Civic Voice AGM/Convention, and all but four of these would do so again as a
result of the experience: we consider this a sufficiently high level of interest, if representative,
as a basis for obtaining buy-in to the campaigns selected.) Civic Voice is primarily an
umbrella group to put into effect the wishes of its members, and this method of choosing
campaigns reflects that. On the other hand, members of local civic societies may not be
best-placed to advise on the choice of national campaigns. They may not be familiar with
the expertise needed to run campaigns effectively or appreciate the wider implications of
their selections. There is also the opportunity cost: if a campaign would be difficult to run or
to show any success, would not Civic Voice’s limited time and effort available have been
better spent on something else? Just because a popular campaign topic can easily attract
support at the local level does not necessarily make it a good campaign priority for Civic
Voice.
Managing campaigns
3.64 The evidence from the limited number of campaigns studied (above), from our
interviews and observations is that the focus of campaign management is largely upon
activity and outputs, not outcomes. In cases where campaigns have been run in Civic
Voice’s early years in large part to build capacity locally and credibility nationally, that has
not been a great impediment. However, we consider that time is now passing.
Campaigning is carried out to achieve objectives, and Civic Voice will increasingly be asked
to demonstrate the tangible outcomes of its efforts rather than just the ‘capacity’ it has built.
Campaigning should not be about simply ‘doing things’ (activities) or producing worthy
outputs like survey reports and reviews of problems. It should be about securing change.
This does not mean giving up on difficult issues for fear they will not be successfully
achieved (not least as simply making a serious input on an issue is likely to change the
context in which it is seen and affect how the issue might be handled in future). What it does
mean is following a campaign strategy that has explored the options for action in advance
and is alert to the choices for seeing a campaign through to its best possible conclusion.
3.65 We felt that many Civic Voice campaigns had simply petered-out without achieving
all that they could and without capitalising on all the effort put into them. Campaigns
therefore need to be run to a strategy and they need to be managed so that every
contribution helps the overall direction of the project. This will require additional buy-in from
those participating in it, which reinforces the benefit of the annual convention being
presented with and discussing properly developed proposals. Everyone can then see how
they can contribute to achieving the overall campaign objectives.
3.66 An essential part of managing campaigns effectively is monitoring them. Campaign
monitoring in Civic Voice at present is negligible. There needs to be much improved focus
on identifying what is being done and how effective it is. Monitoring includes writing a report
at the end of each campaign on what happened, whether the objectives were met, and what
lessons are to be learnt from the experience. This is the way to improve what Civic Voice
can achieve on very limited resources.
3.67 The dearth of documentation on campaigning has been a limitation to this study. We
examined the minutes of every Board meeting since Civic Voice formed and found
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remarkably little analysis of campaigns proposed, under way or completed. We asked for
papers to the Board meetings which decided on certain campaigns and their strategies, but
were disappointed by the thinness of what was apparently available. Clearly we may have
missed important analyses, but even with the annual survey results and some papers
considered at ‘Awaydays’ there remained little by way of modern campaign strategy that was
obviously apparent to us.
3.68 The quality of documentation at present is also an impediment to the future
development of Civic Voice. We found that simply trying to track the progress of campaigns
over a couple of years proved almost impossible. We often found that documents were
devoid of date, author or the meeting at which they were to be considered. Some even
lacked a title. This may not seem to matter at the precise moment when the document is
written, but it prevents proper archiving and recall. (We have not studied the adequacy of
Civic Voice’s filing system, but this is another key aspect of corporate learning.) Civic Voice
cannot for ever rely on the memory of key individuals: when they have left the accumulated
documentation loses almost all its value as no-one can find anything or even knows what
there is to find. New individuals will be obliged to make a fresh start, and there is no longer
a collective memory. Everything that was learnt is lost. This is a poor way to run an
organisation.
Focusing campaigns
3.69 It is hard to overstate the imperative of Civic Voice using its meagre staff resources
wisely. At present there is only one member of staff who can work part-time on those
campaigns that are not externally funded (the Executive Director), though this role is
supported by other staff who on a limited scale can divert from their core work to assist when
necessary. Clearly there is a sharp limit to what the Executive Director can be expected to
achieve. Focusing on priority campaign work is therefore essential. Our proposals for a
more professional approach to campaign selection and management will greatly assist this,
by introducing timelines and closing dates (and all active campaigns can only be chosen if
they are capable of being run simultaneously).
3.70 However, more than this, Civic Voice needs to adopt a more rigorous approach to
dropping campaigns. While it is in any event poor practice to allow a campaign to drift on (it
should either be pursued according to a plan or not pursued at all), we sense that the
organisation is reluctant to accept that some campaigns have been parked. The website
contains under its ‘Campaigns’ menu an item on ‘Past Campaigns’, though this is thinly
populated. It appears to us that numerous projects on the ‘Campaigns’ page could be
redirected here. This would also help users to understand what Civic Voice is actually doing
currently.
3.71 More generally, the reluctance to cease some campaigns means that Civic Voice is
spreading itself too thinly. This was an observation of both some of the outside
organisations we interviewed and some of the members. Asked for views on the
weaknesses of Civic Voice, 4 members (out of 19 who offered comments) argued that
resources were spread too thinly and should be focused and prioritised better. Furthermore,
we note from the Minutes of Board meetings that the Executive Director has sought Board
advice on a number of occasions on the selection of priorities (between the various roles of
the organisation, not just in the selection of campaigns). In particular, the Minutes of the
meeting on 21st July 2015 record that the Board did not agree a set of priorities for Civic
Voice despite an agenda item on the subject. The Executive Director raised the matter of
priorities again as an agenda item on 9th September 2015, but the Board agreed only to
review the list of priorities. This is inefficient and should not be the approach to choosing
campaigns or of the wider roles of the organisation. Civic Voice campaigns would be much
better served if a few could be the focus and the rest dropped or postponed. The Board will
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need to consider how to achieve this when there is continual pressure, not least from
members through the annual convention, to adopt additional new campaigns. There may
well need to be a discussion about what to drop as well as what to start, and the Board
should set aside time to do this.
Recommendations
Civic Day
3.72 Civic Voice should review the objectives of Civic Day and monitor more closely both
its outputs and outcomes. There is a possibility that the considerable amount of activity on
Civic Days is not translating into the desired outcomes. Before expanding the role of Civic
Day if a sponsor can be found, we recommend that Civic Voice should review why a
corporate event apparently of such significance to the civic movement has such a mismatch
between the intended and actual benefits. While corrective steps seem appropriate,
attention may also need to be paid to asking the most appropriate additional monitoring
questions. Only if this is done will Civic Voice understand whether or not Civic Day is
building the capacity of the civic movement in the way that was originally intended.
Choosing campaigns
3.73 Much of the limitation in the current method of campaign selection is that the annual
convention is not fully appraised of the implications of its choices in advance. We
recommend that the Civic Voice approach to campaign selection should be improved. Key
points are:
–
the Board should be encouraged to propose campaigns to the annual convention as
well as the members;
–
the process of campaign selection should be preceded by the development of
campaign strategies: only worked-up proposals should be presented for decision,
and this would require members’ ideas to be provided for consideration at least two
to three months prior to the choice being made;
–
staff and a Board Committee should ‘brainstorm’ each option and, given the time
required for this, the number of options to be presented should be kept to a
manageable number;
–
the recommendations of the annual convention should remain non-binding on the
Board, as they are now.
We consider that this approach would give chosen campaigns a much greater chance of
being effective.
Campaign planning
3.74 We recommend that a more systematic approach is taken to preparing and
implementing campaign strategies. Each campaign needs a campaign strategy with its own
activities, outputs and intended outcomes identified in advance, costed, and assessed for
likelihood of success in terms of staff time requirements, local support, media interest,
opponents, fellow travellers, funding opportunities, recruitments impacts and other issues.
These take time, discussion and professionalism to develop. Campaign strategies should be
agreed by the Board and then, at least in outline, promoted to members when their
contribution is needed. Progress against strategy should be reported to the Board from time
to time. This will help Civic Voice to move from a focus on activities and outputs to greater
attention to outcomes and progress towards its mission.
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Monitoring
3.75 Monitoring is the means to the end of knowing whether Civic Voice’s campaigns are
on track, need steering, need revision or should be called to a halt. At present, Civic Voice
collects information to give some indication of the level of its own activity and the activity of
its members, but has not built monitoring into the structure of its campaigns. We
recommend that every campaign should set objectives which include outputs and outcomes
that can be monitored for their progress and degree of success. Monitoring indicators
should be addressed sensitively so that indicators do not morph into targets or become
priorities over other matters in their own right. Monitoring should ideally also extend from
individual campaigns to monitoring the achievements of Civic Voice as an organisation and
to monitoring progress towards greater civic pride in England. The cost and effort of
monitoring should be proportionate to the purpose. Civic Voice does need some measure of
whether what it set out to achieve is happening and what the organisation’s contribution was
to that. While monitoring can seem a time-consuming diversion from campaigning at the
time, it does show whether a campaign is going in the right direction and, in the longer term,
it helps to identify what Civic Voice is achieving and therefore the very identity of the
organisation. We have offered some selected detailed suggestions for action in this chapter.
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4

The governance of Civic Voice

4.1
This chapter presents the findings from our governance review of Civic Voice. This
review has been based on a robust investigation, sufficient detailed interviews and
discussion together with in-depth review of a wide range of relevant papers. We have
undertaken a good degree of challenge such that we have been able to reach what we
believe to be are very sound conclusions which lead to both strategic and practical
recommendations. The Board of Civic Voice is in transition as the Chair, Treasurer and a
number of Board members retire and will be replaced in October 2016. Our intention is that
this review will act as a solid foundation upon which to build stronger governance and a new
Board.
Key issues in outline
4.2
There is unanimous agreement by Civic Voice Board members that ‘governance’ has
been a ‘roller coaster’ ride over the last 6 years reflecting the highs and lows of the
organisation itself. Equally, governance is considered to be ineffective with some significant
improvements needed. This was of course one rationale for the review. The reasons for this
mainly lie in the constant changes in defining the priority actions needed as potential new
initiatives and resourcing challenges played out – in summary ‘taking an eye off the ball’. It
is however also noteworthy that the Executive Director and Chairman have both recognised
this and some welcome initial activity has taken place in some areas.
4.3
When making benchmark comparisons to charities of a similar size and general
profile, we consider Civic Voice’s performance as nearing the median position, but some
notable difficulties are holding back the attainment of better performance. This is based on
comparisons with circa 20 in-depth clients’ reviews over the last three years and the findings
of the Delivering Effective Governance report (see paragraph 4.12 below). We would caveat
this by stating that Civic Voice is an unusual ‘membership organisation for membership
organisations’. There are therefore few charities with which to make comparisons in this
micro-sector. We would also stress that we do not perform a financial nor audit review.
4.4
–
–
–

There are three priority areas to address:
Full strategic plans must be drawn up as soon as possible.
Board meetings need significant improvement (before, during & after meetings).
Actions must be followed up and promised activities delivered more effectively.

4.5
The further recommendations within this chapter can also be gainfully explored to
improve governance and move towards a higher performing Board which will benefit and
support the organisation going forward. Inevitably, recommendations for governance travel
into the operational areas to ‘make it happen’ so there will be some issues to consider in
tandem for the Executive Director and staff.
How we make assessments and rate governance
4.6
We review practice and performance using 10 ratings based on the Good
Governance Code and charity best practice (see paragraph 4.9 below). Against these we
use a ‘scoring system’ based on a red, amber or green rating (RAG).
The ratings are to be interpreted as:Green = Requirements in this area are met.
Amber = Additional work is needed in one or more areas.
Red
= There are significant shortcomings with urgent need to address potential risk.
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4.7
Additionally, meetings are of significant importance for governance in the charity
sector and warrant further additional analysis and commentary. Richard Bate attended the
Board meeting on the 27th July 2016 as an observer. From his observations and our review
and analysis of past Agendas and Minutes of Board meetings over the last 2 years, we
additionally provide a separate commentary and further recommended actions (see the
section on ‘Governance meetings’ below).
4.8
Overall we rate governance of Civic Voice as Amber / Red. Urgent work on the 3
areas in paragraph 4.4 above would reduce the risk and rating to Amber.
What is the Good Governance Code and why use it?
4.9
Good Governance: a code for the voluntary and community sector is a code of
governance written for and by organisations in this sector10. Six key principles explain good
governance, point out important legal requirements and give suggestions on how to apply
the principles in practice. If used properly it should result in a well-governed organisation
that will find it easier to comply with the law and meet its aims effectively. Using the Code
will help to develop good governance at whatever stage of development the organisation
may be.
4.10
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

The Code’s principles and good practice tips enable a Board to:

Recognise and meet legal requirements
Know how well the organisation is meeting its aims
Make good, timely decisions
Explain where, why and how money has been spent
Provide strong leadership
Treat people fairly and equally.

4.11 Using the Code will also help to demonstrate to funders and supporters that the
organisation takes good governance seriously. The Charity Commission supports the Good
Governance Code which is based upon and complements the Charity Commission’s
mandatory reading for Trustees: CC3 (2015) The Essential Trustee: what you need to know,
what you need to do.
What is the best practice research?
4.12 We have applied the Delivering Effective Governance report, the findings of which
are being used by a wide range of charities to become high performing Boards11. This is an
important and highly informative research review into what constitutes good governance for
charities and was conducted by Compass Partnership and the Centre for Charity
Effectiveness at Cass Business School (Cass CCE). It found that a third of large charities
had excellent governance arrangements, just under a half had good governance and a
quarter had weaker governance with fewer key drivers in place.

10

Second edition, October 2010, The Code Founding Group (Association of Chief Executives of Voluntary
Organisations, Charity Trustee Networks, Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators, National Council
for Voluntary Organisations)
11
Mike Hudson & Jacinta Ashworth, 2012, Delivering Effective Governance: Insights from the boards of larger
charities, Compass Partnership and Centre for Charity Effectiveness at Cass Business School.
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4.13 The research concluded that ‘there is no magic bullet’ for improving governance but
that there is a hierarchy of actions that can be taken to strengthen governance. The 4 tiers
are:
a)
b)

appropriate board and committee structures;
effective processes to recruit people from sufficiently diverse backgrounds and with
the required skills and experience;
the organisation of great meetings; and
the establishment of behaviours that create strong and effective teams (potentially
the most important area).

c)
d)

4.14 The research found that those organisations that had the best behaviours also had
the most highly rated governance. It also found that whilst appropriate structures, processes
and meetings were essential, the greatest improvements in governance could be achieved
by working on trustee behaviours including: team working, creating openness and trust,
praising and challenging management, and refining strategic focus.
4.15 The following table presents the individual RAG ratings from applying the six
principles from the Good Governance Code and the four tiers of best practice from
Delivering Effective Governance:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
A
B
C
D

Understanding the Board’s role
Ensuring organisational purpose
Working effectively as individuals and a team
Exercising effective control
Behaving with integrity
Open and accountable
Structures
Processes
Meetings
Behaviours

Amber
Amber
Amber / Red
Amber / Red
Green / Amber
Green / Amber
Green
Green / Amber
Amber / Red
Amber

4.16 The following six sections review in turn the six principles enabling a board to provide
governance and leadership identified by the Good Governance Code, and then two further
sections review the principal remaining best practice advice derived from Delivering Effective
Governance.
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Principle 1: Understanding the Board’s role

Principle 1
An effective board will provide good
governance and leadership by
understanding their role.
Members of the board will understand their
role and responsibilities collectively and
individually in relation to:


Their legal duties



Their stewardship of assets



The provisions of the governing
document



The external environment



The total structure of the
organisation

And in terms of


Setting and safeguarding the vision,
values and reputation of the
organisation



Overseeing the work of the
organisation



Managing and supporting staff and
volunteers, where applicable.

What we found
 There were a wide range of views of Board members’
roles & legal duties – some of the requirements here
may have been diluted or lost over time. Some
Trustees’ understanding was ‘spot on’ but there is no
consistent view on governance nor shared agreement
on what is expected of Civic Voice Board members as
charity trustees.
 Strategic planning has fallen behind. Whilst there is
much understanding of the need and potential
components there was a majority view that this
needed to be urgently addressed. Specifically: vision,
mission, values and strategic objectives are priorities.
 The Board gets a good amount of information but this
can be haphazardly delivered – sometimes at last
minute in Board meetings. Proper attention is not then
given to analysing and discussing matters. Relevance
and impact should be carefully considered before
putting such information forward.
 The external environment does not come naturally to
many and parochialism can creep in. Board time is
orientated much more around internal reflections
rather than future strategic planning.
 Overseeing the work and managing / supporting staff
when needed is only partially undertaken by a few
Board members.
 Strategic leadership by the Board collectively has been
lacking and resulted in an ‘eye being taken off the ball’
– specifically this has been seen in not delivering
solutions for: funding; strategic planning and
membership structure / fees.
 In summary, the tendency has been for Governance to
become myopic, inward looking and not action
orientated. Many Trustees do not think and act
strategically and resort to local commentaries. Even
when strategic debates start these are often hijacked
towards irrelevant commentaries producing few
results.

Recommendations
1. Existing Board members should be reminded of their duties in respect of their: legal requirements;
stewardship of assets; role in the organisation; and of relevant aspects of the external
environment. This might be concluded at an away day and/or for new Trustees, upon their
induction. It should include the updated contents of the Charity Commission guidance CC3 (Jul15).
2. Agreement should be secured on the type of governance to be employed and the expectation
placed on Trustees. Documents that partially allude to this should be updated.

3. The use of Executive dashboards should be considered for Board meetings in order to gain greater
focus on key issues. These are easy to read, often single page, graphical representations of the
current status (snapshot) and historical trends of an organisation. They enable better individual and
collective focus to be placed on issues and performance / impact and enable speedier decision
making.
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Principle 2: Delivery of organisational purpose

Principle 2

What we found

An effective board will provide good
governance and leadership by ensuring
delivery of organisational purpose.

 There is a need for a clear definition of purpose for
Civic Voice – this is urgently needed. This should
then follow through into broader strategic planning
and operational plans / direction.

The Board will ensure that the
organisation delivers its stated purposes
or aims by:

 Board meetings do not consistently ensure
monitoring of progress and spending against plans.
The adequacy and appropriateness of the current
financial resources employed were questioned,
suggesting the need for two roles – a bookkeeper
and separately an Hon. Treasurer.



Ensuring organisational purposes
remain relevant and valid



Developing and agreeing a long
term strategy



Agreeing operational plans and
budgets



Monitoring progress and spending
against plan and budget



Evaluating results, assessing
outcomes and impact



Reviewing and/or amending the
plan and budget as appropriate.

 Some felt that financial training would be welcome –
this particularly related to forward planning and
cash flow.

 Deficient outcomes and impacts are evident
(reported more fully in Chapter 3) and no
detailed quality debate has concluded regarding
these. However, it is wholly evident that Civic Voice
‘punches above it weight’ in managing the
operations on fairly modest resources and funding.
The Executive, staff and Board are to be
commended on this.

Recommendations
1. Consideration should be given to potential financial training for any Board members who feel this
would be welcome.
2. The new financial systems should be fully implemented, tested and reports then presented to the
Board to assess whether they are considered ‘fit for purpose’. Further changes should then be made
as necessary. Information from this is likely to also feature in Executive dashboards. It will then be
possible to consider if a bookkeeper and Treasurer are both required.
3. The new Chair and Board should be fully involved in the development and agreement of the future
strategy of Civic Voice. The time is right for this following this review and the appointment of a new
Chair, deputy, treasurer and further Trustees.

4. Work should start on a consistent process to identify first early analysis of outcomes and impacts
(see chapter 3 for details).
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Principle 3: Working effectively as individuals and a team

Principle 3
An effective board will provide good
governance and leadership by working
effectively both as individuals and as a
team.
The Board will have a range of
appropriate policies and procedures,
knowledge, attitudes and behaviours to
enable both individuals and the board to
work effectively. These will include:
 Finding and recruiting new
board members to meet the
organisations changing needs in
relation to skills, experience and
diversity





Providing suitable induction for
new board members
Providing all board members
with opportunities for training
and development according to
their needs
Periodically reviewing their
performance both as individuals
and as a team

What we found
 There was almost unanimous agreement that the
Board does not work together as a team. It is seen
as a disparate group who at best sometimes
undertake joint tasks.
 There was a more worrying suggestion of ‘cliques’
which preclude working successfully together as an
overall team.
 Some more extreme and worrying comments
emerged about behaviours being at best
mischievous and at worse disruptive and serving
separate agendas. This is not acceptable and the
new team should be built on new behaviours.
 Induction needs review as comments suggest this is
either over engineered with too much information or
it doesn’t cover the right things.

 The current constitution may stifle more free ranging
appointment of people with the right skills,
knowledge and competencies. Guidelines have
been given for this round of new recruitment.

 No formal performance reviews are undertaken but
there are a number of expressed views that a simple
system individually and collectively would be
welcome.

 Some key decisions are avoided or not followed up.

Recommendations
1. The new Chair will need to consider team needs in bringing together a new team. It will be at the
‘forming’ stage of team development so specific team building induction should be considered.
2. The induction system needs review to ensure it is ‘fit for purpose’. This should be after reference
to remaining Board members and new Board members themselves.
3. Review the constitution again in the light of the success of this round of recruitment – we
recommend this around mid-2017.
4. Individual performance reviews should be introduced and regular assessment of Board
performance should also be undertaken. This should be proportionate and simple. The collective
Board review could be achieved by regularly revisiting and scoring the governance RAG ratings
in this report.
5. Decision making should be part of a recommended ‘end of meeting review’.
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Principle 4: Exercising effective control

Principle 4
An effective board will provide good
governance and leadership by
exercising effective control.
As the accountable body, the board
will ensure that:




The organisation understands
and complies with all legal and
regulatory requirements that
apply to it
The organisation continues to
have good internal financial and
management controls



It regularly identifies and reviews
the major risks to which the
organisation is exposed and has
systems to manage those risks



Delegation to committees, staff
and volunteers (as applicable)
works effectively and the use of
delegated authority is properly
supervised.

What we found
 As detailed in Principle 2, financial systems
were questioned and the need for rwo roles – a
bookkeeper and separately an Honorary
Treasurer were considered necessary. The new
systems currently being introduced were
welcome.
 Risk management was absent but recent
developments by the Executive Director have
put a fledgling framework in place.
 Delegation to committees appears effective but
cross correlation and integration need review to
ensure nothing is lost or missing.
 Delegation to staff and volunteers has not been
assessed.
 Board members felt generally confident that they
knew how money was received and being spent
and why.
 Compliance with all regulatory and legal
requirements appears in order but we stress that
we have not undertaken an audit or deep review
of these. It remains an important area for all
Board members to ensure compliance.

Recommendations
1. A full risk management framework should continue to be introduced as speedily as possible.
2. As previously stated in Principle 2 but also relevant to Principle 4, the new financial systems
should be fully implemented, tested and reports then presented to the Board to assess whether
they are considered ‘fit for purpose’ and further changes made as necessary.
3. End of meeting reviews should be undertaken to consider the success and improvements that can
be made – explicitly considering the strategic / operational ‘mix’.
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Principle 5: Behaving with integrity

What we found

Principle 5

 All Board members are passionate about
Civic Society and indeed Civic Voice.
 The Chair and Executive Director are
effective ambassadors who widely
promote Civic Voice and its positive
reputation. Most Board members also
undertake similar promotion of Civic
Voice.
 The relationship and tensions between
Board members who are part of a local
Civic Society yet also perform a national
role is sometimes evident but this does
not seem to impede decision making.
 Some behaviours at Board meetings do
not always confirm the same!

An effective board will provide good governance
and leadership by behaving with integrity.
The board will:
 safeguard and promote the organisation’s
reputation


act according to high ethical standards



identify, understand and manage conflicts
of interest and loyalty



maintain independence of decision
making



deliver impact that best meets the needs
of beneficiaries.

Recommendation
 Continue ‘as is’ for the first two ‘what we found’ items above but behaviours at Board meetings
need review. This travels into team building etc.
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Principle 6: Being open and accountable

Principle 6

What we found
 The general consensus of Board
members was that Civic Voice was
open and accountable. Examples
include: publishing Minutes on the
Civic Voice web site and an open
invitation remains for members to be
attend and observe Board meetings.

An effective board will provide good
governance and leadership by being open
and accountable.
The board will lead the organisation in being
open and accountable, both internally and
externally. This will include: Open communications, informing
people about the organisation and its
work


 Recruitment has been transparent.
 Consultation with members has taken
place on a number of occasions on
specific topics.

Appropriate consultation on significant
changes to the organisation’s services
or policies



Listening and responding to the views
of supporters, funders, beneficiaries,
service users and others with an
interest in the organisations work



Handling complaints constructively,
impartially and effectively



Considering the organisations
responsibilities to the wider
community. e.g. environmental
impact.

 A contrary view is that Civic Voice
has not been sufficiently ‘open’ about
its finance and the risks now seen nor
the true value and costs in running a
membership charity. The risk of
closure has not been discussed.
 The very nature of its Mission means
Civic Voice is fully mindful of the
wider community issues and impacts.

Recommendation
 Continue with the positives but reflect on communicating the risk of closure of Civic
Voice externally. This is likely to form part of a fuller range of items to be communicated
from the broader Civic Voice review.
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4.17 The Red/Amber/Green assessments using the methodology of the Delivering
Effective Governance report (paragraph 4.15 above) are made on the basis of analysis of
documentation, observations at the Board meeting and individual interviews with Board
members. This therefore means that the findings contained in the Principles analysis above
from the Good Governance Code are examined again through four themed lenses which are
evidenced as being important to good governance.
4.18 Some matters from Delivering Effective Governance have already been covered by
our assessment of the Principles from the Good Governance Code but additional points
arise. These are set out in the following two sections on ‘Governance meetings’ and on
‘Structures, Processes and Behaviours’
Governance meetings
4.19 The Delivering Effective Governance report by Compass and Cass Centre for Charity
Effectiveness highlight 20 key drivers in respect of governance that contribute to and drive
Board effectiveness. A number specifically relate to Board meetings. These include the
following and the number in brackets alongside shows the ranking out of these top 20:





The Board ensures meetings deliver effective governance (2)
Committees are used effectively (9)
Meetings have a high quality of Board papers (14)
Board meetings have high attendance levels (15)

4.20 This section of the review considers these aspects by specifically looking at
processes and the running of meetings, content and relevance plus behaviours in relation to
meetings.
Processes and the running of meetings
(a)

Agenda and papers

4.21 We recommend that agenda items and papers should be improved to assist
effective meetings. Issues include:
1. Adding to all agenda items an annotation of the purpose for inclusion e.g. for noting,
approval or discussion. Items for approval should be scheduled towards the start of the
meeting thus avoiding ‘running out of time’ on important items. The sponsoring or
presenting attendee’s name should also be added.
2. Timings should wherever possible be added including closure time. If lunch is included,
this should also be noted.
3. Final papers should ideally be sent out in advance with the agenda – avoiding the need
for updates to be handed out at the meeting itself. This was a frequent criticism by Board
members.
4. A review of actions from the last meeting should be added to the agenda. This appears
to have resulted in actions faltering or failing to be completed. A running ‘log’ of action
still outstanding should ideally be also kept.
4.22 We recommend that, in line with good practice advice, an annual calendar of Board
meetings should be published, with topics pencilled in as appropriate in advance would
provide beneficial structure. Thus for example annual reports, AGM preparation, annual
budget, strategic reviews and risk reviews can be set a long way in advance.
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(b)

Orientation of the meeting and content

4.23 All 6 aspects of the Good Governance Code should be considered in the context of
Board meetings and 3 are particularly important:
1. Ensuring delivery of organisational purpose;
2. Working effectively as individuals and a team;
3. Exercising effective control.
4.24 We recommend that agendas should be constructed mindful of this and take
account of two orientations which are critical for any charity, namely:
1. How much time is spent looking at things from internal or external perspectives?
2. How much time is spent looking at the past and the future?
4.25 Additionally the relationships between the two orientations can be shown in the
following schematics. The first indicates the kinds of topic which fall into each quadrant of
an analysis distinguishing past & present and external & internal perspectives, and the
second indicates how the Board meeting on 27th July 2016 divided its agenda and time
between each of them in practice.
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4.26 At the Board meeting on the 27th July, the actual profile was approximately as
follows:-

External
No time spent
in this quadrant.

20 minutes:Civic Voice Review
Funding and Resilience
Web site / Comms review
(Carried over to next meeting)

Updates:
Chair
Trustees
Staff
Finance
Fundraising

Membership update
Transition of Civic Voice
Item 12 (AGM; Civic day;
Design awards; War Memorials
etc.)

Remaining time equally split between these two
Internal

4.27 There is never exact precision in this assessment as discussions frequently travel
between different areas, and needs will change depending on position in the annual
calendar. However, after reference to this in meetings with Board members, the consensus
view was that insufficient time is spent looking to the future particularly with an external
perspective, and we recommend that this should feature more dominantly. This further
confirms the urgent need for greater strategic discussion and planning.
Running the meeting – further observations

(c)

4.28 The following are a range of observations evident from the July meeting. It may well
be that these are not wholly indicative of all meetings but they are certainly current areas
which we offer up as suggested points to aid improvement and past Minutes reinforce many
of these:





At outset, a question should be asked if there are any items for ‘other business’ so
that time can be suitably allocated as necessary.
Papers should be properly prepared showing reason for submission and overall
objectives – authors, dates and other headings were often missing. They should also
be circulated well in advance and not presented haphazardly at the meeting itself
Ian Harvey, Executive Director, took notes to work up into Minutes. This appears
unsatisfactory given the inevitable scale of his contribution to discussions.
Time was spent at this meeting on Trustees providing individual updates on their
activities. Given the limited time available we question whether this should be a
priority, and we understand that this was a once-only event unlikely to be repeated.
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Many issues seem to wash around from meeting to meeting without meaningful
action and closure. A revised action log and process as shown above must be
introduced.
Members should arrive before the start on meetings which should begin and end on
time.
There was good ‘challenge’ during the meeting and no problem of ‘group-think’.
However, some challenges appeared unnecessary and inappropriate in style which
should be clearly shown as being unacceptable.
There was no reflection at the end of the meeting as to its success and overall
performance of the Board. A simple way to do this is to go round the attendees
seeking a score as to success from 1 to 5 together with examples of what went well
and what needed improvement. Behaviours are a legitimate topic to raise here. For
Civic Voice the question ‘did we make decisions as needed?’ also seems essential.

Attendance at Civic Voice Board meetings
4.29 An analysis was undertaken of attendance over the last 2 years? There were a total
of 12 meetings between July 2014 to July 2016 inclusive. Our findings show:–
–
–
–
–

Attendance was generally good.
1 member was absent on 3 occasions
2 members were absent on 2 occasions
Other members were absent on only 1 occasion with the exception of the Chair and
Deputy Chair whose attendance record was 100%. Highly commendable!
We made no detailed investigation into reasons for absence but believe that they
were all advised in advance for wholly legitimate reasons.

Our overall conclusion is that absenteeism is not a problem for Civic Voice Governance.
Structures, processes and behaviours
Structures
4.30 A question that is frequently asked is ‘what is the right number of members for an
effective Board?’ The simple answer is that it depends! The best practice findings suggest
that on average there are 14 members (and environment charities have 13). The
constitution of a charity also has bearing, and with membership organisations numbers
typically increase to ensure breadth and depth of representation. By way of comparison
research into effective executive teams shows a number closer to 7. Our view is that once
the full requirements of this overall review are considered and firm actions agreed then the
adequacy of skills, knowledge, etc. of the Board should be revisited and thus the number of
Board members. We would suggest a reduction is desirable but this needs to be set against
the type of governance Civic Voice seeks. Four types of governance model which should
again be reconsidered, as follows.
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4.31 There are other committees in place which we have not observed nor researched in
detail. The suggested purposes are that they are focused on specific activities, i.e.:
–
–
–

The Finance Board – ostensibly with delegated authority feeding information back
into the Board for ratification and decision making.
The Funding Meeting – not on the face of it part of governance but more a working
group to generate ideas and understand options in respect of funding.
Regional Forum meetings – informational networks and again not strictly part of Civic
Voice governance, but useful information and intelligence is exchanged and it
enables a greater degree of membership engagement.

We recommend that whether or not these remain appropriate or needed going forward
should be considered following the agreement of the strategic options and actions from this
review.
Processes
4.32 The main issue in respect of processes are that collectively they fail to produce
meaningful actions and oversight in many areas. Things ‘wash around’ and are not properly
defined or completed. Detailed actions on processes are contained in the recommendations
within the ‘Governance meetings’ section above. The main risk here is that the following
areas have not been fully supported:–
–
–
–
–

Reviewing and managing risk;
Reviewing and managing performance of the Board and individual members;
Strategic planning;
Focused financial management; and
Follow-through or funding and fundraising ideas.

Behaviours
4.33

This is a very challenging area to address and it relies upon:
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–
–
–
–

Clear definition within the strategic planning process of the beliefs and values of the
organisation and the culture that is being sought.
Recruitment of people with the right behaviours.
Building a team based on the above.
Recognising and rewarding performance and living out these behaviours.

4.34 Recommendations already cover these areas and it should be at the forefront of the
current recruitment campaign and in the mind of the new Chair.
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5

Funding and organisational resilience

Diversifying income: the starting point
5.1
The number one need in the charity sector is to secure diversified income streams –
most casualties and closures have been because this has not been achieved. Of course the
reason behind this is that it is not an easy thing to do and it calls for fully informed research
and understanding in detail of what is best practice what works and what is futile. The overall
strategic environment also has significant bearing here and is discussed in our PESTEL
analysis chapter 2. This suggests a generally awkward backdrop to funding.
5.2
The Civic Voice Board appreciates these points and has been active in many areas.
However, this has not proved easy nor yielded the desired results particularly in achieving
diversification of income and securing core funding on an unrestricted basis. Board members
are to be congratulated in securing the highest income level in 5 years for the year ending
30th April 2015 after a very difficult time in 2014. The Charity Commission summary shows
this graphically below:

5.3
The income for the last year is further analysed from the table within the 2015 Civic
Voice report and accounts which clearly shows four issues (table on next page):
–
–
–
–

Modest and diminishing subscriptions;
Projects showing significant growth but yielding restricted funds and restricted
internal resource which means associated staff cannot be freely deployed on tasks;
English Heritage/Historic England remain committed funders;
In practice there are only 3 income streams – Subscriptions, Projects and English
Heritage/Historic England.
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5.4
Civic Voice has established a Fund Raising Sub-Committee and much activity is
suggested, but as yet there is little evidence of meaningful success. We believe that this
should continue but greater experience and expertise is called for and one of our strongly
favoured options is that a dedicated fundraiser be urgently appointed (paragraph 7.11).
5.5
Additionally a Fundraising and income generation workshop was held earlier in 2016
which covered a very substantial range of opportunities and options. Many of these would be
most worthwhile, but we have targeted specific actions which we believe will yield the most
income.
5.6
Our aim here is to enable the Board to develop very clear focus and attention as to
what a diversified income portfolio should look like for Civic Voice. The following page
provides an outline of the spectrum of diversified funding. It shows our blueprint which was
used in the early stages of our research. By far the largest narrative here is a review around
membership fees. This is provided in chapter 6. Each other area is explored in fuller detail
below, showing our findings and recommendations. These areas are:
–
corporate donors;
–
individual donors;
–
grant funding; and
–
purchaser and consumer income streams.
The gift economy: corporate donors
5.7
Corporate giving is a popular but often unsuccessful way of building income. This is
because companies in the UK tend not to give a large proportion of their income and overall
only 3% to 5% of charity income comes from this source (The art of raising money, Ian
Bruce, Cass & NCVO).
5.8
This income strand has 2 streams – the straight corporate donation and corporate
sponsorship where the income package can be quite substantial but the demands on a
charity can be quite high too. Corporate sponsorship might often include a service level
agreement with monitoring and reporting. Regular contact and dialogue must also be
maintained.
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5.9
The traditional tools of marketing can be applied here – particularly segmenting and
targeting. Civic Voice has already approached 50 of the largest PLCs with only 2 responses,
both of which are ostensibly encouraging and the Barrett Homes response that they might
sponsor a conference is excellent. By segmenting and targeting, greater precision can be
applied to likely corporates who may express an interest to support Civic Voice in some way.
However, at outset there must be a clear ‘pitch’ on what Civic Voice is looking to do and how
the money will be used.
5.10 We attempt to bring this to life with a practical example we have identified. We have
started some initial research with Prezzo – a casual Italian dining chain. We purchased their
annual accounts and it confirmed they were a growing business and state they seek to “give
back to the community”. They do not appear to have a direct link with any charity but have
sponsored some one-off events. They also want their restaurants to be a “good environment
in which to eat” and frequently purchase or lease historical building of interest. There are
numerous ‘hooks’ here for Civic Voice which might be followed up.
5.11 The important point here is that there is a need for detailed research, telephone
enquiry and then follow through with the right people. Scatter gun mailings are rarely
successful so the two secured so far are excellent!
5.12 Other examples of corporates to approach here would be:–
The Co-op (Bank or main movement)
–
CAF Bank
There are also specific services available to support research into corporate giving, an
example includes
http://www.companygiving.org.uk/Search.aspx?WCI=htmSearch&WCE=Submit&WCU=cmd
Submit . Further resources to help here are available from a range of providers including
NCVO and the Charities Trust.
5.13 We approached two of Civic Voice’s corporate sponsors, architects and
masterplanners John Thompson & Partners (who support community planning activities) and
law firm Bircham Dyson Bell (who provide public affairs advice) to investigate the scope for
sponsorship. Both provided help in kind and modest contributions without a contractual
relationship. What was important for them both (and seems likely with other sponsors) was
the fit between their own activities and those of Civic Voice, which they found very
worthwhile. They were impressed by Civic Voice punching above its weight (in large part
due to the senior Civic Voice personnel involved) and being well-organised. They had not
been put off by the risks associated with such a small organisation, but had been keen to
sustain it in the long term. The Civic Voice ethos, of being for the benefit of communities
and society (and passionate about it) without egos getting in the way, was an attractive
feature. There was advantage in no other body operating in the same field, and Civic Voice
was distinctive: it was well-placed to make alliances, though it did need to extend beyond the
core demographic of its supporters. The sponsors particularly welcomed the reach of the
Civic Voice across the whole of England at the local level, and were comfortable with its
representative and lobbying role nationally – where they thought it effective and politically
savvy. The sponsors clearly found Civic Voice both an impressive and a comfortable
organisation to work with. They had some doubt, however, about the role of corporate
sponsors for funding, one suggesting that Civic Voice might concentrate its funding efforts
on larger local firms in urban areas, which could build on its core base of civic societies.
5.14 We recommend that Civic Voice introduces a process to target the identification of
corporates to approach for funding and / or sponsorship. We consider this is feasible and
highly desirable and that it should commence as soon as possible.
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The gift economy: individual donors
Legacies
5.15 During our investigations we were surprised to learn that no attention had been given
to legacies. There are various sources of advice in setting up legacy fundraising and for this,
the Knowhow non-profit web site is a rich source of information – this was developed by
Cass CCE and is now managed by NCVO. An extract from this follows:“Getting started with legacy fundraising and ways to expand your existing legacy
base:
 Legacies are a major source of income for many non-profits.
 Effective legacy marketing and promotion can pull in legacies quicker than most
people think (as soon as two years) but it is a medium term strategy.
 In a dynamic organisation they are immensely useful for building and maintaining
financial reserves, for providing investment in service development.
 But in a static, conservative organisation they can encourage complacency,
overblown reserves and hinder other fundraising efforts.
Many non-profits benefit from legacies not just charities, but the charity sector is a
major beneficiary getting around 6-7 per cent of their income from this source. While
non-profits of all sizes benefit from legacies, the larger household names benefit
most. But this need not be so. Smaller organisations which have good affinity with
supporters can achieve legacy income if they seek it appropriately, but relatively few
do seek out legacies.
Two kinds of legacies
Pecuniary legacies are where someone, in a will, specifies that, say, £2,000 should
be left to a person or organisation. Residuary legacies are where, after all the
pecuniary legacies have been paid out, the remainder (i.e. residuary) of the dead
person’s estate goes to a person or organisation. In legacy marketing residuaries
tend to be more valuable but pecuniaries are easier to achieve.
The codicil is a short, simple legal document which can be appended to a will which
can easily amend an existing will to add a fixed sum (effectively a donation) to be
given to a non-profit.
The full article in setting up legacy fundraising can be found at:https://knowhownonprofit.org/funding/fundraising/individual-giving/legacy
5.16 The absence of a database of individuals for Civic Voice would not preclude this
option. Brochures and forms can be written and distributed at events and the Civic Voice
web site could easily be an entry point.
5.17 We recommend that Civic Voice introduce a programme for legacy fundraising as
soon as possible. This is a potential quick win, as indicated above. There are many
suggested methods and templates readily available from sector specialists and these can be
simply researched on the web.
5.18 We recognise that information about individuals resides within each Civic Society and
we believe that it is unlikely that details might be passed to Civic Voice. However there
might be an opportunity before full legislation comes into force to ‘test the water’. Within our
Strategic options in chapter 7 we outline a case to enter into a new market for Civic Voice
involving direct connection with individuals (paragraph 7.26). This would in turn open up a
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whole new area of opportunities in respect of income from individuals. However we also
recommend a more immediate and tactical move to attract individual supporters. The
emerging database of recipients of National Trust day-passes is a starting point (paragraph
6.23). We also consider that member-organisations should be invited to provide their
membership lists as email names and addresses (see our proposals at paragraph 6.23 and
7.26).
High net worth contacts (HNWC)
5.19 This has been discussed with a number of Trustees. There is no ‘silver bullet’
solution here as it is predominantly a case of ‘who you know’ not ‘what you know’.
Successful income streams in this area are usually by virtue of Board members or staff
having a ‘warm contact’ with an individual within this group. It is equally important to once
again stress there is a need to segment and target the types of individuals Civic Voice is
looking for – an interest in civic society is an obvious starting point. The technical term is
that it is “relationship marketing”.
5.20
–
–
–
–
–
–

Some ideas here include:Identify national groups or societies that Civic Voice could befriend with an aim to
finding a HNWC within.
Ask Trustees again to search their address books and those of close family and
friends to see who might have been overlooked.
In the next round of recruitment ask an explicit question of candidates during the
interview process.
Also explicitly ask Griff Rhys Jones if he could open some doors.
Consider further parliamentary connections via Joan Humble Trustee.
Brainstorm other individuals – we considered Bill Bryson.

5.21 There are also professional services that can be employed but these charge fees for
their services. A number on clients have used this service with varying degrees of success:
http://prospectingforgold.co.uk/
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Grant Funding
5.22 We have carefully reviewed grant funders that might be appropriate but the usual
search engines have produced no substantial results. Funding Central is a particular source
of information and we are aware that this is referenced on the Civic Voice web site so
assume this has already been evaluated.
5.23 The difficulty is that there are some Grants available for smaller local community type
organisations but not for national initiatives. Additionally, ostensibly this is not an ‘attractive’
area for funders – indeed Civic Voice as ‘experts’ will probably have more knowledge than
anyone. The following extract from the report by nfpSynergy Facts and figures: Public’s
favourite Causes is probably indicative of the grant-giving market too, showing environment
and conservation (including heritage) relatively low on the list, as follows.

5.24 A number of funds appear to be closed to further applications including the Lloyds
Bank Foundation Community grants fund and all grant funding from the Cooperative
Foundation Trust. The important consideration in looking for further grant funding is to have
a good ‘scanning’ capability. We have worked with organisations who once a week spend
time scanning various sources of information to identify new funds. It is very easy to miss an
opportunity. It was evident talking to the Executive Director that one such fund from the
Cabinet Office initiated last year and known as the Sustainability Fund was missed in this
way. It is important to identify new grant funding opportunities, so we recommend that it is
important to start a ‘grant scan’ routine on at least a weekly basis to spot opportunities, and
then to submit applications promptly. This would involve searching bulletins and databases
in a systematic manner.
5.25 Having undertaken this, two funds were opened this week (see below). We use this
for illustrative purposes only as we are not sure that Civic Voice falls into the definition of
Heritage organisation or if they have been funded by HLF in the past which are conditions of
application. However grants in a not dissimilar space to Civic Voice’s are evident which
provides some encouragement.
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5.26 The second fund to enhance local environment has launched but this appears
appropriate for local organisations only. Details are at:
http://www.fundingcentral.org.uk/SchemeList.aspx?NB=5&RT=1&BK=4&ST=0&WCU=CBC=
View,DSCODE=OTSSCMLIVE,SCHEMEID=248-S42156
5.27 Finally, the Civic Voice Fundraising and income generation workshop highlighted a
good range of charitable foundations to approach. We agree that this should continue.
Some suggestions are indicated below:
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Purchaser and consumer income streams
5.28 There may well be other services and products that can be offered by Civic Voice. In
chapter 6 we recommend that Civic Voice charges non-members (at least) for training and
other events which have value to participants (see paragraph 6.20). We propose there that
Civic Voice should establish a charging schedule for its most valuable products and
services.
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6

Membership and its funding contribution

Funding of Civic Voice by its membership
Current subscription rates and membership
6.1
The membership of Civic Voice comprises principally local organisations, mostly civic
societies. There are 243 members at the time of writing, though new members are being
recruited while others fail to renew their subscriptions or decide not to do so. In addition,
Civic Voice has 64 individual members, though these are likely in future to be termed
‘supporters’ as they do not have voting rights at the AGM or on other occasions.
6.2
The annual price of membership is currently £1.50 per member of the subscribing
body, up to a maximum of 333 members beyond which the price is fixed at £50012. In effect,
the cost of joining Civic Voice is approximately proportional to ability to pay for most
member-organisations, though there is no reflection of different local subscription rates.
Nearly one fifth of Civic Voice members, 45, pay £500. 19 of the 26 sampled memberorganisations interviewed specifically agreed that the current fee structure was suitable,
though at least two found the fee challenging and others suggested alternative structures as
ideas. Individual supporters pay £10 per annum.
The need for fees from members
6.3
The most recent Financial Statement (to 30 April 2015) showed an income from
subscriptions to Civic Voice of £49,244. This compared with core costs approaching
£170,000 (based on general costs + governance costs + staff costs). Membership income is
therefore currently substantially short of covering the basic costs of running Civic Voice. The
organisation clearly needs to obtain additional funding, and this may well include from its
members if it possibly can. The dilemmas of this kind facing modest membership
organisations are well known: increasing subscriptions risks reducing numbers of members;
dropping subscriptions sufficient to increase numbers of members may not increase overall
income discernibly; general efforts to increase income carry their own administrative costs;
and the mission objective of spreading the take-up of services can be inhibited if costs to
users rise.
Resilience of membership subscriptions
Member benefits
6.4
The large majority of the services provided by Civic Voice are available to anyone,
whether or not they are a paid-up member-organisation or a supporter. However, five
principal benefits are available as of right only to subscription-payers. These are:
–
receipt by email of Civic Update, the principal weekly communication from Civic
Voice containing issues and cases within and relevant to the civic movement (though
this is also circulated by Civic Voice to an additional wide selection of recipients as a
courtesy);
–
eligibility for advantageous discounted public liability insurance for memberorganisations (from Lockton);

12

£1.50 is expected to be charged for each member at a known address, though this is done on an honesty
basis rather than formally. In addition, a once-only charge of £1.50 is raised for life members of civic societies
while joint and family memberships count as two members. Town and Parish Councils may join for £50, and
corporate and public sector bodies for £250 minimum.
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–
–
–

free community membership of the National Council for Voluntary Organisations for
member-organisations;
free current account banking with the Cooperative Bank for member-organisations;
and
eligibility to receive one National Trust day-pass per member of a subscribing
organisation per year.

6.5
Our interviews suggested that some members gained economically from joining Civic
Voice. A key reason for joining given by 9 of the 26 interviewees was the favourable rate on
Public Liability Insurance offered by Lockton to organisations in membership of Civic Voice.
There appeared in many cases to be a straightforward financial case that the membership
fee was more than recovered by an insurance premium lower than could be obtained
elsewhere. As a result, all of these members (except one not asked these questions)
thought that the membership subscription was good value for money and intended to renew
their Civic Voice membership. Furthermore, 8 of the 26 interviewees volunteered the benefit
of free one-day National Trust passes for members of societies subscribing to Civic Voice,
some specifically pointing to this benefit offsetting the cost of Civic Voice membership. Only
two of these societies had joined for the primary purpose of obtaining cheaper insurance, so
15 of the 26 members interviewed identified member benefits as important. There is
therefore evidence that member benefits are a significant consideration in maintaining
resilience in membership numbers, particularly in relation to subscription levels. Increased
member benefits could have a real impact in stabilising Civic Voice’s membership and
attracting additional members.
Sustainability of subscription rates
6.6
Subscription rates are nonetheless a source of concern for an important proportion of
the membership. Within our sampled members, two had taken decisions not to renew their
membership this year, one had a recommendation of non-renewal to consider, and nonrenewal was an option faced most years in five others. Subscription rates were likewise
overwhelmingly the most important reason why the societies not in membership of Civic
Voice were reluctant to join.
6.7
Furthermore, interviewees revealed to us on four occasions that they had taken steps
to reduce their subscription fees to Civic Voice. There is therefore evidence that the
honesty-based system of subscription calculation is breaking down.
6.8
There were two main reasons why the subscriptions were considered too high. First,
and less important, was that a few members simply struggled to find the money. They could
be caught in a cycle of declining local membership, a small income from low subscriptions
rates which reflected what the market could bear (or the benefits they offered their
members), and low but largely fixed costs (e.g. room hire, newsletters). Even with a modest
membership, the Civic Voice subscription became an increasingly challenging sum to pay.
6.9
Second, and most prevalent, was that subscriptions were widely considered as high
in relation to the benefits obtained by the societies. There was a tension between
arguments for joining Civic Voice which often centred on the merit of being part of a national
body sharing information, or having a national voice for civic issues in Westminster and in
the media (key reasons why at least 17 of the 26 interviewed societies had become
members), and arguments about local benefits immediate to the society.
6.10 Insufficient funding is the elephant in the room at Civic Voice. In our view, Civic
Voice must make its case far more vigorously to its membership to explain the financial
circumstances the organisation faces and the actions needed to build resilience into the
structure of the organisation. Its members can assist this. Action should involve both
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extending the immediate benefits of membership and raising income for the national
organisation.
6.11 The process of increasing income from members will be difficult. As a starting point,
the evidence of the interviews is of an alarming lack of appreciation of how Civic Voice
needs to operate and be financed if it is to provide its members with the services they want.
Civic Voice will need to explain to its members much more clearly the financial
circumstances in which it operates and the resources it needs. Many interviewees had very
little understanding that Civic Voice has:
–
subscription income which lags far behind its core costs;
–
an enduringly unstable financial position;
–
only two permanent staff plus those contracted on specific projects (one interviewee
estimated it had 20 staff);
–
great reliance on the volunteer time put in especially by the President, the Chairman
and the Board, and that staff work well beyond their contracted hours due to their
commitment to the civic movement: this has put Civic Voice on its feet in the first six
years of its life, but is a risky rather than a sustainable organisational model.
6.12 Lack of awareness of Civic Voice’s financial needs is not the only problem. Hardly
any interviewees appreciated that Civic Voice is underfunded while 11 were doubtful about
increasing its funding at all (being wary of aggrandisement, happy with current arrangements
or wanting Civic Voice to live within its means), 7 had no view, 2 thought that additional
funds would be impractical to obtain and only 6 out of 26 were positively encouraging of
additional income. Furthermore, the evidence from interviewees is that members at present
would generally resist local measures which could help. For example, 15 of 25 respondents
were opposed to joint fundraising locally for Civic Voice and 7 of the 10 supporting the idea
did so without vigour. Similarly, making available to Civic Voice the membership lists of its
member-organisations is a matter for each organisation in consultation with its members, but
nonetheless 14 of 25 respondents were in any event opposed to giving Civic Voice this
direct access for sending information or for raising membership or income. The main
concerns expressed were:
–
their members’ resistance to receiving junk email and begging letters;
–
fear that membership lists would be shared with other charities for direct mailing;
–
people joined for local interests only and would not wish to hear from Civic Voice;
–
direct mailing was unnecessary: the society could pass on anything relevant;
–
Civic Voice could bypass civic societies instead of working with them;
–
Civic Voice would compete with civic societies for membership fees.
Civic Voice could expect to encounter significant passive or even active resistance to
obtaining contact details from many civic societies. However, with the greater understanding
that Civic Voice could bring to the issues, there may be a prospect of a more positive attitude
from the membership towards necessary income-generation.
Alternative fee structures
6.13 The support for the current fee structure from members suggests that only modest
weight can be given to alternative proposals. Nonetheless, proposals put to us were:
(i)
member societies with over 1,000 members should pay more: this would affect 10
members;
(ii)
fees should be set at a percentage of local membership income: this would be far
simpler than the current arrangement by avoiding the need to apply the detailed
arrangements for life members and multiple members at one address, though it
would curtail income to Civic Voice from societies charging very low subscriptions;
(iii)
there should be a graded system, with flat rates for societies with up to 200
members, with 200-500 members, and with more than 500 members, which would be
clearer by offering a choice of three straightforward fees; and
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(iv)

lower subscriptions might bring in additional money from more members (though
there could well be uncertainty over total subscription income).

6.14 A further option is for a minimum floor annual price of membership to be added to the
current system: this would ensure a realistic minimum sum provided to Civic Voice for the
services offered (especially to those organisations which do not have ‘membership’ at all or
which claim to have very few members).
Making Civic Voice membership essential
Attracting non-members into membership
6.15 In addition to the evidence that important numbers of civic societies are questioning
their membership of Civic Voice, and some leaving, there are also about 150 civic societies
known to Civic Voice which have never been its members and 67 which have joined at some
stage but left (excl. current members who may not renew this year). The verdict from the
civic movement is therefore that membership of Civic Voice is by no means essential.
Increasing the membership is nonetheless an important objective both for financial reasons
and to enable Civic Voice to demonstrate that it is the representative body of the sector
which has extensive reach at the local level.
6.16 From interviews we detected some feeling that Civic Voice simply existed regardless
of whether local societies joined it. There was little understanding of the resources it needed
or how it was funded. Members often had extensive expectations of what Civic Voice should
be capable of achieving which bore little relation to the size of their own subscription
payments. Some of this misunderstanding arose from the remarkable level of dedication put
into the organisation over many years especially by Ian Harvey (Executive Director) and
Freddie Gick (Chairman), and the popular activities which had been undertaken, which had
raised expectations and nurtured assumptions of Civic Voice’s assured position on the
scene.
6.17 The approach which Civic Voice has taken to the challenges of limited subscription
income and a large target of prospective members has been to focus on its mission. The
aim has been to demonstrate the role that Civic Voice can play in the civic movement, so
that local societies will wish to become part of it. Establishing Civic Voice as the national
mouthpiece for the civic movement and proclaiming its message have understandably been
a key priority in the first six years of the organisation’s existence. This has gone well (see
chapter 3). However, much less attention has been paid to ensuring income from services
provided.
6.18 Over the years, some of the services which Civic Voice provides have become highly
desirable to those using them. This particularly applies to the weekly Civic Update
newsletter. Of the 25 members whose senior representatives responded at interview, 9
reported that they always read Civic Update end to end, and a further 11 said they always
read it in part. In 19 of the 25 member-organisations Civic Update was sent to – and in most
cases apparently read by – all members of the overseeing Committee. Others reported
parts of Civic Update to their Committees. Because Civic Update reports on activities at a
national level important to civic societies and keeps members in touch with significant
developments around the membership, it has become arguably the key means of
communication in the civic movement, (much as the fortnightly Heritage Update issued by
The Heritage Alliance has become the key means of communication within the heritage
sector).
6.19 The view taken by Civic Voice to date is that Civic Update demonstrates the value of
what Civic Voice does, and is therefore sent widely to non-members to inspire them into
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membership. It is also sent to a range of recipients who Civic Voice is lobbying or wishing to
impress. That is understandable in the start-up phase of an organisation like Civic Voice,
but Civic Update is also a valuable resource. The point may well have been reached now
where the value of Civic Update would be properly recognised if it was withdrawn from nonmembers unless paid-for. Free circulation of Civic Update outside the membership could
continue for campaigning purposes alone. In short, there is a case that it should be a largely
paid-for document beyond the membership (as is Heritage Update).
6.20 There may well be other services and products offered by Civic Voice which fall into
this category: training and other events do have value to participants and could be charged
for. To identify the value of events to participants, our online questionnaire to member
organisations asked if they had been represented at any events organised by Civic Voice: 46
of the 72 respondents (64%) had participated (excluding attending the AGM/Convention)
and every one of them stated that based on that experience they would attend Civic Voice
events again. This seems to us a high level of participation and also shows a remarkable
degree of satisfaction (assuming this self-selecting sample is representative). The benefits
of the events are therefore extremely clear. The scope for charging is reinforced by the
reality that there are many organisations taking advantage of Civic Voice by paying little or
nothing for the benefits they receive: non-member organisations can attend Civic Voice
events for nothing and have even sat on Committees established by Civic Voice. Paragraph
6.7 above noted that subscription costs were being reduced by some members. Civic
Voice’s approach to these freeloaders has been tolerant, hoping to attract them into
membership through openness and a sustained period of encouragement. The argument
has been that barriers should not be put in the way of attracting potential members to the
national body.
Civic Voice contact with individuals
6.21 Members of civic societies in membership of Civic Voice are generally likely to have
only a very limited understanding of Civic Voice as an organisation. Only 3 of the 26
sampled members circulated the weekly Civic Update to all its individual members with email
addresses (by chance all in Yorkshire & Humber region). This means that there is likely to
be a significant lack of knowledge at the grassroots level about Civic Voice and its activities,
so there is clearly enormous theoretical scope for Civic Voice to extend knowledge of its
activities to a potentially sympathetic audience.
6.22 If Civic Voice had available names and email addresses it could send out an
occasional newsletter and be in a position to ask for donations and for individuals to become
supporters. If it had a mailing address, and a sufficiently large list of local civic society
members, it might be in a position to promote a free magazine (paid for by advertisements)
to inform, promote and discuss civic issues as part of Civic Voice’s wider remit.
6.23 We consider that obtaining contact information (name, address and email address)
for civic society members will be difficult to achieve, due to reticence on the part of memberorganisations to assist (see paragraph 6.12 above). Nonetheless, Civic Voice should try. It
should directly ask its members for their membership lists in cases where those in
membership are prepared for their stored date to be passed on, but it should only do so after
a period of information dissemination about Civic Voice’s financial needs to create a more
sympathetic climate of opinion. Civic Voice should also obtain contact names and
addresses when issuing National Trust day-pass vouchers. The expectation at present is
that member-organisations requesting the vouchers must supply the names and addresses
of the recipients. This limits abuse of the benefit and also gives Civic Voice contact details
for its database. However, the process does not seem to have been reliable and Civic Voice
has not built up its own database of recipients. We consider that the process of providing
National Trust day-pass vouchers should be run wholly from the Civic Voice national office,
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though this will require a system for cross-checking potential recipients against memberorganisations’ membership lists. That carries an administrative burden, but is a useful – if
slow – way to build up a contact list.
6.24 Civic Voice has very few individual supporters (64), and we have reports of the
administration of this list being weak (such as membership renewals). Civic Voice should
promote the idea of individual supporters, generating a following of sympathetic individuals
who might then be called up to contribute to events in their areas.
Recommendations on building resilience in the membership
6.25 If Civic Voice is to increase its income from sources such as corporate sponsorship,
donations and grants, it will need to demonstrate that it is taking all reasonable steps to
obtain funding from its own membership. Member-organisations have been obtaining
services as a whole from Civic Voice for far less than they cost to provide, and this will need
to change.
The need for income
1.
We recommend that much more must be done to alert the membership to the need
for a substantial increase in income and to their role in finding an important part of it. The
need for resources should therefore be an unremitting message so that the civic movement
appreciates that the benefits it receives from Civic Voice will need proper funding.
2.
A significant part of the problem has been the insufficient reaction by many civic
societies over a prolonged period to improve their own resourcing. We recommend that
civic societies make a concerted effort to raise their incomes, especially those which charge
low subscriptions. Many appear to have a low-income, low-expenditure mentality and been
slow to raise money for their own funds, to increase their aspirations, or to modernise their
practices. These are likely to need advice and possibly training in some cases to put
themselves on a more reliable financial footing: this could be provided by Civic Voice or by
the National Council for Voluntary Organisations.
3.
We recommend that encouraging non-member civic societies into Civic Voice
membership by speaking at their meetings should be the role of Trustees (and if necessary a
panel of other volunteer speakers), rather than paid officers of Civic Voice. The materials for
this should be largely standardised to ensure a consistent message.
Subscription levels
4.
We recommend that there should be a minimum cost of membership. This would
capture not only very small organisations (who often join for the benefit of the reduced cost
public liability insurance they can obtain), but also those organisations which are not
structured with ‘membership’ as such (e.g. relying on an email or social media list of
supporters). This would also limit the ability of organisations to engineer reduced
subscription rates. The level of this minimum subscription would be a matter for discussion,
taking into account the real financial benefits of reduced-price insurance and National Trust
vouchers, but we would expect it to be at least £70 per annum. At this level, the 65
members paying the lowest fees would pay a little more (while at £100 per annum 90
members would pay a little more).
5.
We recommend that alternative fee structures be revisited once progress has been
made on establishing value for money in Civic Voice and greater confidence of the
membership has been gained towards income-generation.
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6.
As subscription rates in member organisations are unlikely to rise significantly in the
short term, permitting higher subscriptions to Civic Voice, we recommend that Civic Voice
takes a more enthusiastic approach to pressing for donations from its members, offering
recognition of such donations where this would be appreciated. Annual lists should be
published of donations received from each member, set against their number of members, to
encourage a friendly rivalry to see who can raise the most for Civic Voice.
Benefits and value for money
7.
We recommend that Civic Voice should make clearer to its members what the
benefits of membership are and the value for money they represent.
8.
We recommend that Civic Voice should place far more effort on extending member
benefits. It should negotiate additional benefits for both member-organisations and for these
bodies’ own members to offset the cost of subscriptions.
9.
We recommend that Civic Voice should identify ways of increasing the value for
money of subscriptions at little cost to itself. For example a low-cost benefit could come
from setting up Facebook groups for members on a series of subjects each of potential
interest to just some members, such as ‘coastal towns’ or ‘civic pride in urban regeneration’.
This would enable information and ideas sharing without burdening the national office, while
potentially becoming the foundation for campaigns.
10.
We recommend that non-members should be barred from positions of office within
Civic Voice’s governance.
11.
We recommend that there should for the time being be no separate “Members’
Area” on the website to limit the access of non-members to Civic Voice web-based
resources. A balance needs to be struck between promoting the organisation widely and
providing exclusive benefits to paying members. There is an expectation that charities’
websites will provide significant information free of charge to anyone who investigates. We
are doubtful that the current website contains information so valuable to civic societies and
unavailable elsewhere that it should be accessible only by fee-paying members, though if
the Board considers in future that any information does meet those criteria then it may wish
to limit access to it via the website. A small rump of societies evading membership fees is
inevitable to some degree, but this matter should also be kept under review and the policy of
open-access to the website reconsidered if evidence arises of freeloading on any scale.
Charging for services
12.
We recommend that Civic Voice should establish a charging schedule for nonmembers for its most valuable products and services. Civic Update should only be available
to non-members on paid subscription (other than a very limited list of recipients who Civic
Voice wishes to influence). A charge of around £50 for an event not available elsewhere in
the voluntary sector is both entirely reasonable and a fee worth collecting (while still being
well below commercial rates). The higher the fee that can be charged for services and
products, the more attractive membership becomes so that those same services and
products can be obtained free.
13.
We recommend that the possibility of charging members for services should be held
over for at least one year, to enable an evaluation first of the experience of charging nonmembers. The option would be to charge members a modest fee to attend certain events,
especially training events, with non-members being charged significantly more. Memberorganisations could be charged to attend selected events, focusing on events which provide
training and information-giving (where a clear and valuable service is being provided) rather
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than networking occasions. There is already a very modest charge for attending the annual
Convention around the Annual General Meeting. Discretion on charging should remain with
Civic Voice to allow flexibility in relation to campaigning objectives, the availability of
sponsorship for events, circumstances where payment is not practicable (e.g. in Parliament
for meetings of the All Party Parliamentary Group on Civic Societies), or other relevant
reasons to depart from an expectation of payment.
Attracting individuals
14.
We recommend that Civic Voice make a more concerted effort to attract individual
supporters. The emerging database of recipients of National Trust day-passes is a starting
point for a list of contacts.
15.
We recommend that member-organisations ask their members if their email names
and addresses can be passed on to Civic Voice (unless this becomes unlawful). This would
need to be accompanied by assurances from Civic Voice on list security, the maximum
number of mailings which Civic Voice would circulate each year, a commitment not to sell-on
the list or to provide reciprocal mailings with other organisations, and an opportunity for
recipients to ‘unsubscribe’. There may still be some resistance from member-organisations
to providing such lists, but for the national organisation to be sustainable it is important that
this opportunity is taken to help Civic Voice stand on its own feet financially in a manner
compatible with its members’ purposes.
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7

Strategic options

7.1
This chapter draws together the research findings from this Review to offer a series
of options to Civic Voice on its future direction. Some options are more realistic than others,
we suggest. At a high level, broadly there are four strategic options, indicated in the
following graphic. Sections below explore each of the options.

3 Transformational
change.
1 Do
nothing

2 Tactical
change.

OR
…

4 Close!
Do nothing
7.2
There is a real possibility that, if the ‘Do nothing’ option is selected, reserves at Civic
Voice will quickly run out. Current activities could probably continue only for perhaps a year
to 15 months. A longer future for Civic Voice would depend on securing significant income
from grants and also further project work capable of contributing to overhead costs.
Alternatively, there is some scope under the ‘Do nothing’ option to rein back on work and
staff resources to reduce expenditure. This would gain more time and allow Civic Voice a
little longer to look at speedy solutions to income generation.
7.3
We advise strongly against this ‘business as usual’ approach. The arrangement
already relies on an extraordinarily high level of input from the Executive Director and staff,
together with the Chairman, and has still not provided an economically viable model. This
option is both unsustainable and risky. Only small impacts could cause the strategy to fail,
such as staff turnover, illness, Board disagreements, or unexpected one-off expenses or
diversions.
Tactical change
7.4
This option looks to a number of actions that can be taken reasonably quickly which
will either reduce costs or increase income. Typically these will be relatively low risk and
fairly easy to implement, but they will need full Board and Executive commitment and
sponsorship to succeed. Equally, even to achieve these, very focussed attention and follow
through will be needed. This is partly because there is an imperative to maintain existing
services at the same time as using the organisation’s limited resources to bring about
changes which will take time and effort. It is also partly because even small changes need
investment up-front before the benefits are reaped in due course, so Civic Voice must either
put its limited reserves under pressure or obtain funding to assist its own improvement.
7.5
In this report we have suggested a series of fairly straight-forward practical initiatives
which could be taken to raise income or achieve better value for money. These include:
–
Disciplined charging for services and collection of fees etc. e.g.: no more
membership via regional associations; no special deals; no gratis supplies of Civic
Update to non-subscribers; charges to non-members for attendance at Civic Voice
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–
–

events; chase and follow though non-payment of subscriptions (needed due to poor
membership systems);
Centrally manage National Trust day passes, so that they are only circulated to
named individuals with contact details supplied to Civic Voice;
Set a realistic target for numbers of Civic Voice members and work out how to recruit
and retain them, (recognising that many civic societies in membership are likely to
die off before long and cannot be prevented from doing so at realistic cost).

7.6
Investigations have also been made within Civic Voice on the scope for financial
improvement. The Executive Director has presented a range of options to the Board which
include the following:
–
Strict control and reduction in costs but ensure continued level of membership
service.
–
Identify a big project that can replace war memorials e.g. on Grade II listed buildings
or on Conservation Areas.
–
Identify individual projects via Capacity Building Fund at Historic England and
Heritage Lottery Fund.
–
Increase and diversify income by increasing sponsorship for:
•
Design Awards
•
Annual Convention
•
Sandys Lecture
•
Civic Day 2017-2020
•
Conservation Areas.
–
Continue to ensure that large civic societies pay £500 through 500 club. Increase
income to movement overall and identify 75,000 individual members.
–
Diversify income and seek new opportunities, such as HLF, Regeneration Unit,
partnerships and sharing of resources.
–
Increase volunteer support across the organisation.
–
Cutting back on the Annual Review
–
All staff to work from home
–
Stop / reduce the Sandys lecture or Design Awards
–
Stop running a convention and organise an AGM
7.7
Fuller options are worth of consideration. These are not quite transformational but
are likely to be meaningful.
Reduce the burden on the Executive Director
–

–

The Expert Group should take responsibility for preparing technical Briefings and
similar materials; these have largely ceased since 2013 and have been missed by a
number of members (our interview surveys tells us)
Set up small groupings of volunteers, each led by a Trustee, to take responsibility for
matters such as:
•
speaking about Civic Voice to members’ meetings: a panel of speakers with
an agreed template for 90% of what needs to be said could promote Civic
Voice in a consistent way across the country;
•
training civic societies in their membership growth, fundraising, diversification
and management;
•
promoting and co-ordinating the annual Civic Day.

Assemble a group of national-level Civic Voice volunteers
7.8

These volunteers would be tasked with matters such as:
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I.

II.
III.
IV.
V.
VI.
VII.

arranging all the practicalities of meetings (such as APPGs, training and events):
room booking, catering, registration, fee payments (where EventBrite is not involved),
badges, speaker support, agenda publicity and circulation, etc.);
website update and security;
performance monitoring (which we are recommending!);
securing the payment of members’ and supporters’ subscriptions;
office filing system and archiving;
Executive Director’s assistant;
Adviser to the Board on governance issues (monitoring the outputs from the Charity
Commissioners, Government Departments, best practice advisers, etc.).

7.9
Most of these jobs could be done from home, and most of them could be job-shared.
However, only people with expertise in the issues in question should be allowed to do them.
Prospective volunteers should be asked what their skills are and the type of work they wish
to volunteer for. It is important to relieve the national office of tasks which volunteers can do,
so that employees can do the things which only they can do. All the volunteers should report
to the Senior Operations Co-ordinator (Gill Roxborough). This kind of arrangement would,
for example, enable Gill to attend Board meetings to take the minutes.
Phased programme of transition
7.10 Package feasible options into a defined programme of activities to be delivered over
say 18 months to 2 years. A full project management approach should be employed.
Appoint a proven and skilled fundraiser
7.11 Perhaps the greatest opportunity which could be as a stand-alone initiative or part of
a tactical programme of actions would be to appoint a proven and skilled fundraiser. This
suggestion is often received with a degree of cynicism and examples are frequently quoted
where it has failed to deliver and, worse still, the employment costs of the new recruit have
not been matched by income! However, the reality is that there is a mature labour market
and it is probably the most sought after capability in the voluntary sector. What is important
is to select someone who can evidence results, has the range of skills and knowledge to
work in this sector, and knows the right options to achieve a diversified income stream more especially the “how”.
7.12 To place this into fuller context, current pay rates suggest that a capable fundraiser
recruited to work outside of London would attract a salary of £30k plus on costs (perhaps
£6k) to which recruitment costs would need to be added.
7.13 Comments in the minutes of the Fund Raising Sub-Committee held on 29th June
2016 state:
–
Fundraising should be given greater priority within existing resources
–
One member was not in favour of appointing a fundraiser
–
It was suggested that fundraising is the responsibility of the Trustees to commit to
generating the income.
7.14 The first point is important and should be accepted without question. However the
latter two must be tempered by recognising that in the absence of a large staff team whose
work is not focussed explicitly on Projects there is little real headroom to do this internally
without stopping work and / or redirecting it. Additionally, the level of expertise called for
would require either staff or Trustees (or both) to be trained – is this feasible?
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7.15 Our PESTEL analysis in chapter 3 shows a further threatening environment. Our
commentary on the civic society movement, particularly around sensitivities to membership
fees, does not auger well and success to date for fundraising has been inadequate. The
case for recruitment therefore becomes ever more compelling.
7.16 In summary, there is a range of tactical options that can be introduced but there
needs to be a balance between the real benefits (+ £’s) and the resource requirements to
undertake it. Simple business cases to provide a cost and benefit analysis should be
speedily undertaken. However recruitment of a Fundraiser would be an important
investment.
7.17

Dedicated funding for this will be needed which is discussed in chapter 5.

Transformational change
7.18 The meaning of Transformational change needs clarification. The Business
Dictionary defines it as:“A shift in the business culture of an organisation resulting from a change in the
underlying strategy and processes that the organisation has used in the past. A
transformational change is designed to be organisation-wide and is enacted over a
period of time.”
7.19
–
–
–
–

In practice, compared with the tactical approach, it is typically:
More challenging to implement and succeed
More complex
More costly
More beneficial – yielding greater business results

7.20 The tactical strategic option highlighted that “will need full Board and Executive
commitment and sponsorship to succeed” will be needed. In this scenario, if this is not
present, the programme of change will fail! Within this strategic option are three enabling
approaches, which we consider in turn.
Enter new markets
7.21 This option was considered after we reviewed the markets and products / services
for Civic Voice using what is known as the Ansoff matrix. The Ansoff Matrix (also known as
the Ansoff product and market growth matrix) is a marketing planning tool which usually
aids a business in determining its product and market growth. This is usually determined by
focusing on whether the products are new or existing and whether the market is new or
existing.
7.22 The Ansoff Matrix has four alternatives for marketing strategies; market penetration,
product development, market development and diversification. This is graphically shown as
follows:
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7.23

For Civic Voice we give examples of what each option might mean below:

Getting more CS’s to join
Finding new products e.g.
quality newsletter, education
or training, something else?
What other markets are there
with similar aims? Individuals?
Generational shifts – younger
people?
Diversification is a difficult one
– there appear to be few
feasible options for Civic Voice
and it is high risk
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7.24 Civic Voice has already repeatedly considered and analysed a market penetration
option and this report highlights many issues associated with this. Equally, product and
service development has been considered.
7.25 However, whilst both of these could be legitimately pursued, we do not believe these
will provide an enduring and sustainable future for Civic Voice. Resilience would remain only
modest. We therefore believe that a more radical transformation should be pursued. This
should reach out into a new market of ‘individuals’ directly.
7.26 We are aware that existing civic societies guard their membership and are generally
uncomfortable in sharing this information, though they can be approached (see paragraph
6.12). We recommend reaching out into the wider population who are civic-minded and
encourage them to make contact with Civic Voice through targeted campaigns, publicspirited causes or more modestly just lending their support to an issue without them
undertaking any further supporting actions. The unique sales proposition would be that
details of the individual would be passed to a local civic society to follow up and any formal
membership would reside with that civic society.
7.27 Civic Voice would secure an active, current and broader database of people
interested in civic issues which it might ‘harvest’, while at the same time civic societies would
be provided with a ‘hot’ list of potential members.
7.28

There are a number of ways that Civic Voice might derive new income:

–
–
–
–

by taking an enhanced membership fee from the civic society;
by sharing the first year’s membership fee – potentially 50/50;
by requesting a small donation from the individual when support is first registered; or
by targeted fundraising campaigns to a newly developed database of supporters.

Merger
7.29 The review briefly considered the possibility of Civic Voice merging its activities with
one or more comparable organisations. This could bring greater stability to Civic Voice, limit
overlap with the activities of other bodies, and possibly enable cost savings, though it might
also dilute the Civic Voice brand and cause its message to be diminished within a larger
resulting organisation. In interviews we asked both members and non-members of Civic
Voice if they were members of any other national organisation, and this question was also
asked in our online questionnaire to all Civic Voice members. If substantial numbers of local
groups were joining the same additional national body, then this might indicate a potential
organisation with whom Civic Voice might merge. In practice there was none. Of the 87
members responding, 60 were not members of any other national organisation (though five
of these stated their only membership was of NVCO: however, Civic Voice membership
grants free community membership of NCVO). Organisations named more than once were
CPRE (8), Open Spaces Society (6) and ASHTAV and the Historic Towns Forum (now
merged as the Historic Towns and Villages Forum) (5 different members), and Victorian
Society (3). Of the non-members responding, 6 were not members of any national
organisation and 2 were members of CPRE. Across all respondents, 9 organisations were
mentioned once. The information provided suggests that there is no clear candidate with
whom Civic Voice might formally join. CPRE was resistant to taking over Civic Voice.
7.30 Sponsors and supporting/partner organisations were asked whether Civic Voice was
sufficiently distinctive to have its own future or whether if might be expected to merge with
other organisations. In addition, supporting/partner organisations were asked whether they
expected Civic Voice to stay much as it is now over the next few years or evolve into
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something a bit different. Some key points emerged. Not a single respondent had any
enthusiasm for a merger of Civic Voice with any other organisation. There was a
widespread view that Civic Voice was distinctive and that this was an advantage that should
not be diluted. Associated with this, there were no other obvious organisations in a similar
field with whom Civic Voice might obviously merge (reflecting the reasons why Government
Departments and agencies were keen to work with Civic Voice). Instead of merger,
interviewees much preferred the principle of Civic Voice forging alliances with other
organisations as appropriate. Three respondents saw a prospect for merger only if Civic
Voice was not well-managed (including governance as well as finance), in one case referring
to a case for merger if Civic Voice did not reach out beyond its core demographic.
7.31 Supporters and partners generally expected some evolution of Civic Voice but not
much. Although some were happy with it the way it is at present, there was recognition of
the need for Civic Voice to evolve to meet members’ requirements and to innovate to get the
brand better known. It should continue to serve its members and to speak out on heritage
and environment issues. There was merit in the small size of Civic Voice, being largely free
of bureaucracy, whereas a much larger organisation might tread on the toes of other ones.
At its current size, it was important to have strong staff and Trustees.
7.32 Our review therefore found no ‘push factor’ for Civic Voice to merge with any other
body, and some good reasons to stay independent and relatively small, though this
arrangement did depend on Civic Voice’s sustainability derived from having at least a
business plan and sound governance and financial management. One respondent
mentioned the need for cost controls, though there was no argument presented for sharing
back-office functions with another organisation to achieve this. Given the level of voluntary
input into Civic Voice and the limited scale of back-office activity, the prospect for worthwhile
cost savings from any merger – as an alternative functional reason for pursuing this –
appear meagre.
7.33 Other organisations may possibly wish to merge with Civic Voice, but that is a
separate matter from Civic Voice’s own interests. Depending on their financial
circumstances, their pension obligations, and the reliability of their access to future funding,
Civic Voice would need to assure itself that it was not taking on liabilities rather than
benefits. There would also need to be clarity that the purpose of the organisation seeking a
merger remained important and that Civic Voice should devote effort to sustaining that.
7.34 Our experience in considering mergers and acquisitions in membership organisations
in the charitable sector such as Civic Voice is that they are time consuming and rarely
deliver the level of anticipated benefits. Gaining membership agreement is usually fraught
with problems and a significant number never secure the mandate from the membership to
proceed in any case. If progressed, this would inevitably be time consuming, likely to lack
significant benefit and be an unnecessary distraction from pursuing greater opportunities
with other strategic options. We note also that Board members’ appetite for any merger or
acquisition at present is not strong.
7.35 We recommend no action at present to consider the merger of Civic Voice with any
other body.
IT enabled transformation
7.36 Civic Voice is generally IT literate and has a reasonable online presence including a
web site and a Twitter account. The internet provides an ideal vehicle for campaigning and
to also provide online membership services. This option seeks to build on this and could also
provide a platform to enter into new markets. It is beyond our brief or capability to provide a
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detailed outline feasibility study but there are existing models in use, including Avaaz. See
https://secure.avaaz.org/en/

7.37 We recommend under this option that enquiries be made with Civic Voice’s existing
web service providers / developers to explore the opportunity and likely cost given the
existing platform. We do not believe that the cost would be prohibitive. On line review of the
Avaaz site will enable a better understanding of the functionality it provides.
Structural change
7.38 The final transformational recommendation is that there is wholesale reorganisation
of the configuration and structure of Civic Voice and related civic society structures and
interconnectivity. The kind of option we mean by this is to downsize Civic Voice to a “lights
on” shell charity which provides a brand, web site and collective identity, but is in practice
run by civic society representatives operating at the regional or cluster level. They would
need to up-skill to take over many of the key functions that Civic Voice currently provides.
7.39 Some functions would be performed regionally but wholly centralised current
activities could be performed by committees formed through regional representation. By way
of example this might include:–
–
–
–

a lobbying and campaigning committee;
a funding and fundraising committee;
an events management committee with perhaps rotation of key events around the
regions;
a membership committee.

This might best be described as a “federated” structure and is used extensively in the
Charity sector.
7.40 We recognised that when talking to people about this there were some serious
concerns which we acknowledge and detail as follows:
–
–

The Regional structures vary considerably in their shapes, sizes and effectiveness –
it is quite often down to one or two individuals who drive these societies;
This is a large scale transformation beyond Civic Voice – effectively reshaping the
whole of the civic society movement, and this is beyond our Brief;
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–
–

–

The scale, complexity and cost of change would be significant;
There would certainly be a loss of focus for centralised activities – particularly in
lobbying and campaigning and single point representation; in effect the “Voice” part
of Civic Voice might be lost!
Few may have the appetite to take this on – thus broader support would be low and
the risks very high.

7.41 We recommend against this path of action but believe it essential to document this to
show a full range of transformation options.
Closure
7.42 Everyone we canvassed suggested that closing down Civic Voice would be a very
disappointing option indeed. We agree wholeheartedly! In considering closure as a way
forward, we put forward a framework of questions that are typically considered and we
believe that the Board collectively needs to consider these:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Has the mission been achieved?
Is the mission still valid in today’s world?
Are competitors better able to undertake the work?
Is the financial model viable?
Are there realistic financial improvements that can be made?
Are we being fair to our staff and their futures?
Does the Board have the capabilities and appetite to undertake major change?
What is the Board’s appetite for risk in continuing or changing?

7.43 There are many other potential questions but we believe these would enable a
thorough discussion. In summary, in many respects these questions frame the decisions
that need to be made overall on which strategic option to pursue.
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SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS
The following list of recommendations collates those made in the body of the report. Where
recommendations have been summarised this is indicated by a reference in brackets to the
paragraph numbers where the full recommendation can be found.
Chapter 3: Civic Voice’s achievements and effectiveness
Civic Day
1.
Before expanding the role of Civic Day if a sponsor can be found, we recommend
that Civic Voice should review the objectives of Civic Day and monitor more closely both its
outputs and outcomes. This should include an explanation for the mismatch between the
intended and actual benefits (paragraph 3.72).
Choosing campaigns
2.
We recommend that the Civic Voice approach to campaign selection should be
improved. The annual convention should be fully appraised of the implications of its choices
in advance, to improve the chance of campaign take-up and success (paragraph 3.73).
Campaign planning
3.
We recommend that a more systematic approach is taken to preparing and
implementing campaign strategies. Each campaign needs a campaign strategy with its own
activities, outputs and intended outcomes identified in advance, costed, and assessed for
likelihood of success in terms of staff time requirements, local support, media interest,
opponents, fellow travellers, funding opportunities, recruitments impacts and other issues
(paragraph 3.74).
Monitoring
4.
We recommend that monitoring is built into the structure of each campaign. Each
campaign should set objectives which include outputs and outcomes that can be monitored
for their progress and degree of success. Monitoring should ideally also extend from
individual campaigns to monitoring the achievements of Civic Voice as an organisation and
to monitoring progress towards greater civic pride in England. The cost and effort of
monitoring should be proportionate to the purpose (paragraph 3.75).
Chapter 4: The governance of Civic Voice
Good Governance Code Principle 1: Understanding the Board’s role
5.
Existing Board members should be reminded of their legal duties; stewardship of
assets and relevant aspects of the external environment and structure of the organisation.
This might be concluded at an away day and / or for new Trustees, upon their induction. It
should include the updated contents of the Charity Commission guidance CC3 (July 2015).
6.
Agreement should be secured on the type of Governance to be employed and the
expectation placed on Trustees. Documents that partially allude to this should be updated.
7.
The use of Executive dashboards should be considered for Board meetings in order
to gain greater focus on key issues. These are easy to read, often single page, graphical
representations of the current status (snapshot) & historical trends of an organisation. They
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enable better individual and collective focus to be placed on issues and performance /
impact and enable speedier decision making.
Good Governance Code Principle 2: Delivery of organisational purpose
8.
Consideration should be given to potential financial training for any Board members
who feel this would be welcome.
9.
The new financial systems should be fully implemented, tested and reports then
presented to the Board to assess whether they are considered ‘fit for purpose’. Further
changes should then be made as necessary. Information from this is likely to also feature in
Executive dashboards. It will then be possible to consider if a bookkeeper and Treasurer are
both required. (This recommendation is also relevant to Principle 4.)
10.
The new Chair and Board should be fully involved in the development and agreement
of the future strategy of Civic Voice. The time is right for this following this review and the
appointment of a new Chair, deputy, treasurer and further Trustees.
11.
Work should start on a consistent process to identify first early analysis of outcomes
and impacts.
Good Governance Code Principle 3: Working effectively as individuals and a team.
12.
The new Chair will need to consider team needs in bringing together a new team. It
will be at the ‘forming’ stage of team development so specific team building induction should
be considered.
13.
The induction system needs review to ensure it is ‘fit for purpose’. This should be
after reference to remaining Board members and new Board members themselves.
14.
Review the constitution again in the light of the success of this round of recruitment –
we recommend this around mid-2017.
15.
Individual performance reviews should be introduced and regular assessment of
Board performance should also be undertaken. This should be proportionate and simple.
The collective Board review could be achieved by regularly revisiting and scoring the
governance RAG ratings in this report.
16.

Decision making should be part of a recommended ‘end of meeting review’.

Good Governance Code Principle 4: Exercising effective control
17.
A full risk management framework should continue to be introduced as speedily as
possible.
18.
End of meeting reviews should be undertaken to consider the success and
improvements that can be made – explicitly considering the strategic / operational ‘mix’.
Good Governance Code Principle 5: Behaving with integrity
19.

Behaviours at Board meetings need review. This travels into team building etc.
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Good Governance Code Principle 6: Being open and accountable
20.
Continue with the positives but reflect on communicating the risk of closure of Civic
Voice externally. This is likely to form part of a fuller range of items to be communicated
from the broader Civic Voice review.
Board meetings: agendas and papers
21.
We recommend that agenda items and papers should be improved to assist effective
meetings, notably in terms of their purpose, scheduling and duration; papers should be
circulated well in advance and a review of actions from the last meeting should be a
standard agenda item (paragraph 4.21).
22.
We recommend that an annual calendar of Board meetings should be published, with
topics pencilled in as appropriate in advance (e.g. annual reports, AGM preparation, annual
budget, strategic reviews and risk reviews can be set a long way in advance) (paragraph
4.22).
Board meetings: orientation of the meeting and content
23.
We recommend that agendas should be constructed mindful of two orientations,
namely:
1. How much time is spent looking at things from internal or external perspectives?
2. How much time is spent looking at the past and the future?
This will change depending on the annual calendar needs, but the future and external
environment should feature more dominantly (paragraphs 4.24 and 4.27).
Governance structures
24.
We recommend that the Board should review whether or not the Finance Board, the
Funding Meeting and Regional Forum meetings remain appropriate or needed following the
agreement of the strategic options and actions arising from this review (paragraph 4.31).
Chapter 5: Funding and Organisational Resilience
Targeted approach to corporate funding
25.
We recommend that Civic Voice introduces a process to target the identification of
corporates to approach for funding and / or sponsorship. We consider this is feasible and
highly desirable and that it should commence as soon as possible.
Legacy giving
26.
We recommend that Civic Voice introduce a programme for legacy fundraising as
soon as possible. This is a potential quick win. There are many suggested methods and
templates readily available from sector specialists and these can be simply researched on
the web.
Grant funding opportunities
27.
It is important to identify new grant funding opportunities, so we recommend that it is
important to start a ‘grant scan’ routine on at least a weekly basis to spot opportunities, and
then to submit applications promptly. This would involve searching bulletins and databases
in a systematic manner.
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Chapter 6: Membership and its funding contribution
The need for income
28.
We recommend that much more must be done to alert the membership to the need
for a substantial increase in income and to their role in finding an important part of it. The
need for resources should therefore be an unremitting message so that the civic movement
appreciates that the benefits it receives from Civic Voice will need proper funding.
29.
We recommend that civic societies make a concerted effort to raise their incomes,
especially those which charge low subscriptions. They are likely to need advice and possibly
training in some cases to put themselves on a more reliable financial footing: this could be
provided by Civic Voice or by the National Council for Voluntary Organisations (paragraph
6.25(2)).
30.
We recommend that encouraging non-member civic societies into Civic Voice
membership by speaking at their meetings should be the role of Trustees (and if necessary a
panel of other volunteer speakers), rather than paid officers of Civic Voice. The materials for
this should be largely standardised to ensure a consistent message.
Subscription levels
31.
We recommend that there should be a minimum cost of membership. The level of
this minimum subscription would be a matter for discussion, taking into account the real
financial benefits of reduced-price insurance and National Trust vouchers, but we would
expect it to be at least £70 per annum. At this level, the 65 members paying the lowest fees
would pay a little more (while at £100 per annum 90 members would pay a little more)
(paragraph 6.25(4)).
32.
We recommend that alternative fee structures be revisited once progress has been
made on establishing value for money in Civic Voice and greater confidence of the
membership has been gained towards income-generation.
33.
As subscription rates in member organisations are unlikely to rise significantly in the
short term, permitting higher subscriptions to Civic Voice, we recommend that Civic Voice
takes a more enthusiastic approach to pressing for donations from its members, offering
recognition of such donations where this would be appreciated. Annual lists should be
published of donations received from each member, set against their number of members, to
encourage a friendly rivalry to see who can raise the most for Civic Voice.
Benefits and value for money
34.
We recommend that Civic Voice should make clearer to its members what the
benefits of membership are and the value for money they represent.
35.
We recommend that Civic Voice should place far more effort on extending member
benefits. It should negotiate additional benefits for both member-organisations and for these
bodies’ own members to offset the cost of subscriptions.
36.
We recommend that Civic Voice should identify ways of increasing the value for
money of subscriptions at little cost to itself. For example a low-cost benefit could come from
setting up Facebook groups for members on a series of subjects each of potential interest to
just some members, such as ‘coastal towns’ or ‘civic pride in urban regeneration’. This would
enable information and ideas sharing without burdening the national office, while potentially
becoming the foundation for campaigns.
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37.
We recommend that non-members should be barred from positions of office within
Civic Voice’s governance.
38.
We recommend that there should for the time being be no separate “Members’ Area”
on the website to limit the access of non-members to Civic Voice web-based resources
(paragraph 6.25(11)).
Charging for services
39.
We recommend that Civic Voice should establish a charging schedule for nonmembers for its most valuable products and services. Civic Update should only be available
to non-members on paid subscription (other than a very limited list of recipients who Civic
Voice wishes to influence). A charge of around £50 for an event not available elsewhere in
the voluntary sector is both entirely reasonable and a fee worth collecting (while still being
well below commercial rates). The higher the fee that can be charged for services and
products, the more attractive membership becomes so that those same services and
products can be obtained free.
40.
We recommend that the possibility of charging members for services should be held
over for at least one year, to enable an evaluation first of the experience of charging nonmembers (paragraph 6.25(13)).
Attracting individuals
41.
We recommend that Civic Voice make a more concerted effort to attract individual
supporters. The emerging database of recipients of National Trust day-passes is a starting
point for a list of contacts.
42.
We recommend that member-organisations ask their members if their email names
and addresses can be passed on to Civic Voice (unless this becomes unlawful). This would
need to be accompanied by assurances from Civic Voice on list security, the maximum
number of mailings which Civic Voice would circulate each year, a commitment not to sell-on
the list or to provide reciprocal mailings with other organisations, and an opportunity for
recipients to ‘unsubscribe’ (paragraph 6.25(15)).
Chapter 7: Strategic options
Possible merger with other organisations
43.
We recommend no action at present to consider the merger of Civic Voice with any
other body.
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APPENDIX 1
INTERVIEWEES FOR THE PROJECT
Interviewee
Title
Civic Voice management
Freddie Gick
Chairman
John Walker
Vice-Chairman
Joan Humble
Trustee
John Kershaw
Trustee
Neil Sinden
Trustee
Phil Douce
Trustee
Roger Sutton
Trustee
David Tittle
Trustee
Martin Meredith
Trustee
Ian Harvey
Executive Director
Civic Voice member organisations
John Norman
Treasurer
Paul Weston
Chairman
Steve Brown
Treasurer
Bruce Barnett
President
Valerie Burton
Committee
Member
Brian Woodall
Chairman
Caroline Brock
David Smith
Tony Banfield
Phil Ham
David Lovie
Valerie Lister
Stuart Kinsey
Judie Collins

Chairman
Chairman
Chairman
Committee
Member
Secretary
Chairman
Chairman
Chairman

Organisation

Method

Date

RB/EM

Civic Voice
Civic Voice
Civic Voice
Civic Voice
Civic Voice
Civic Voice
Civic Voice
Civic Voice
Civic Voice
Civic Voice

Face-to-face
Face-to-face
Face-to-face
Face-to-face
Face-to-face
Face-to-face
Face-to-face
Skype
Telephone
Face-to-face

17Aug16
24Aug16
16Aug16
16Aug16
17Aug16
17Aug16
24Aug16
25Aug16
19Aug16
23Aug16

EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM
EM

Ipswich Society
Colchester Civic Society
Elton Society
Retford Civic Society
Burton-upon-Trent Civic
Society
Castleton Garland
Ceremony
Kew Society
Finchley Society
Bromley Civic Society
Ponteland Civic Society

Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone

4Aug16
4Aug16
8Aug16
3Aug16
15Aug16

RB
RB
RB
RB
RB

Telephone

3Aug16

RB

Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone

5Aug16
3Aug16
5Aug16
4Aug16

RB
RB
RB
RB

Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone

11Aug16
4Aug16
15Aug16
9Aug16

RB
RB
RB
RB

Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone

5Aug16
19Aug16
18Aug16
9Aug16

RB
RB
RB
RB

Telephone
Telephone

5Aug16
8Aug16

RB
RB

Telephone
Telephone

4Aug16
8Aug16

RB
RB

Telephone

4Aug16

RB

Telephone
Telephone
Telephone

10Aug16 RB
5Aug16 RB
9Aug16 RB

Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone
Telephone

19Aug16
17Aug16
17Aug16
17Aug16
17Aug16
17Aug16

Alnwick Civic Society
Hartlepool Civic Society
Wilmslow Trust
Altrincham & Bowden Civic
Society
Jackie Kay
Former Chairman High Wycombe Society
Graham Cox
Chairman
Whitstable Society
Mary Candy
Former Chairman Southwick Society
Stewart Bruce
Treasurer
Lechlade & District Civic
Society
Charles Vernon
Chairman
Malmesbury Civic Trust
Mike Thorne
Chairman of
Bearpit Improvement Group
Finance
Byron Grainer-Jones Chairman
Shrewsbury Civic Society
Peter Rafferty
Treasurer
Coleshill & District Civic
Society
Timothy Lenton
Chairman
Allesley & Counden Wedge
Conservation Society
David Winpenny
Treasurer
Ripon Civic Society
James Wildash
Chairman
Selby Civic Society
Clive Woods
Treasurer
Aireborough Civic Society
Organisations not in membership of Civic Voice
Ian Handford
Chairman
Torbay Civic Society
James Mackay
Secretary
Warwick Society
Douglas Pocock
Secretary
City of Durham Trust
Stuart Bailey
Chairman
Leicester Civic Society
Hilary Silvester
Chairman
Nottingham Civic Society
Peter Burgess
Committee lead
Stratford-upon-Avon Civic
on Planning
Society
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Sue Howie

Executive Director Northumberland &
Newcastle Society
Keith Lewis
Chairman
Exeter Civic Society
John Scotney
Chairman
Hull Civic Society
David Fraser
Chief Executive
York Civic Trust
Cate Waby
Secretary
Lincoln Civic Trust
Government Departments and Agencies
Camilla Sheldon
Big Society &
DCLG
Community Rights
Team (formerly)
Jim Burke
First World War
DCMS
Centenary Team
Deborah Lamb
Deputy Chief
Historic England
Executive
Roger Bowdler
Director
Historic England
Karen Brookfield
Deputy Director
Heritage Lottery Fund
(Strategy)
Sponsors of Civic Voice
Charles Campion
Partner
John Thompson & Partners
Stuart Thomson
Head of Public
BirchamDysonBell
Affairs
Voluntary sector partners of Civic Voice
Ian Morrison
Chief Executive
Architectural Heritage Fund
Ben Cowell
Director General Historic Houses Association
(previously held
senior positions in
the National Trust)
Shaun Spiers
Chief Executive
Campaign to Protect Rural
England
Justin Griggs
Head of Policy
National Association of
Local Councils
Tony Armstrong
Chief Executive
Locality
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